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The Calloway County High School Speech Team put it all together Saturday at the Russellville High School Invitational Speech
Tournament and walked away with first place sweepstakes honors over second place Trigg County. At left is speech and debate
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
coach Larry England.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We found the Mexicans
thoroughly delightful people,
nice, courteous, expressive, and
considerate.
We drove down, going
through Memphis, Texarkana,
Little Rock, Dallas, Austin, and
on down to Laredo. The entire
trip covered 4518 miles and we
must say that we were very
fortunate in that we did not have
the slightest car trouble. Before
we left we went over to Carroll
Tire and got a, set of steel
radials since we had heard so
many conflicting reports on the
roads in Mexico.
It turned out that the main
roads in Mexico are excellent,
well marked, banked curves,
etc. Many of the side roads
however are just not much, so
the new tires came M handy.
We were on interstate highways all the way to Laredo after
we got on 1-40 at Jackson and
corning back we were also on
interstates all the way until we
(See Seen & Heard,Page 10)
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Light Turnout Of
Voters Anticipated
In Election Tuesday

Well folks, here we are again,
after a trip to Mexico.
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Bazaar To Open
Friday By The
Creative Arts
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will hold its 9th annual
Bazaar on Friday and Saturday, November 9 and 10, at
Littleton's.
All members of the Creative
Arts Department are reminded
to bring their items for sale to
Littleton's on Thursday night
between the hours of 6:30 and
8:30.
The Bazaar will be held
during regular store hours(9 to
6) on Friday and until noon on
Saturday. All items will be sold
on a first come, first-served
basis, and no items will be sold
before Friday morning to
anyone.
There will be no reduction of
price during the sale this year.
Instead unsold articles will be
auctioned off to members at the
November meeting. All items
for sale are handcrafted by the
members of the Creative Arts
Department, and most are
suitable for gifts.
The funds raised by this
annual sale are used by the
Department for the Annette
Schmidt Art scholarship, which
Is given each year to a worthy
(See Basaar,Page 16)

Calloway Wins Top Honors At
Russellville Speech Tourney
The Calloway County High
School speech team took top
honors Saturday at the
Russellville High School Invitational Speech Tournament.
The Laker team ran up a total
of 295 points to easily outdistance their nearest competitor, Trigg County, which
had 195 points. Third place went
to Grissom High School from
Huntsville, Ala.
Sixteen teams from three
states entered in the cornpetition.

Missouri Man
Held On Pot
Charge Here
A Joplin, Mo. man has been
charged with possession with
intent to sell marijuana, according to County Attorney Sid
Easley.
John W. Voelker, 32, is being
held on $10,000 bond in the
Calloway Couety Jail after
seven large bricks of marijuana
were found in his automobile
Friday night, Fasley said.
The discovery of the
marijuana came after Hazel
City Police stopped Voelker for
suspicion of driving while intoxicated,and a marijuana pipe
was noticed on the seat of the
car, Easley said.
An investigation by Murray
City Police, Hazel City Police,
and Kentucky State Police
found the marijuana, after a
search warrant had been
Issued.
bricks
of
The seven
marijuana are valued at $25,000
to $30,000 retail, according to
Easley.
Voelker is currently being
held in the Calloway County Jail
and will appear before the
Calloway Grand "Jury in
February Circuit Court.

Calloway students won eight
Individual trophies to go with
the giant sweepstakes trophy.
First place trophies went to
Linda Avery, storytelling; Kim
Gray, poetry; and Krit Stubblefield, original oratory;
Second place honors were
awarded to Jimmy Burkeen in
humorous interpretation and
Teresa Moody in dramatics.
Third place trophies went to
Tricia Bailey in humorous interpretation, and Leah Vance
and Vicki Butterworth in prose.

Candidates To
Appear On Focus
Six of the seven candidates
for Murray City Council will
appear on the MSU television
station's "Focus" program at 6
p.m. tonight.
Appearing on the program
will be: Paul Mansfield, Steve
Yarbrough, Melvin Henley,
William R. Furches, Thomas
Rushing and Howard Koenen.
The seventh candidate, Fred
Workman, will not be able to
attend, station spokesmen said.
Robert Howard, program
host, said that the candidates
will be allowed three minutes
each to speak and a question
and answer period will follow.
The MSU station programs
are carried to cable subscribers
on Channel 11.

Mrs. Rivers Scheduled
To Appear On MSU Show
Mrs. Catherine Rivers, who
was recently pressured into
resigning her position as clerk
of the federal court in Paducah,
is scheduled to be the guest of
local
attorney,
Ron
Christopher, on the Murray
State University "Focus" TV
program, Tuesday beginningat
5 p.m. The program can be seen
on cable channel 11.

"The Calloway team ran up a
total of 41 superior, 13 excellent
and two good ratings. Kathie
Broach, Sandy Gray, Kathy
Jackson, Randy Herndon,
Randy McDaniel, Marketia
Orr, and Randy Williams all
received superior ratings to
help win sweepstakes honors.
Coach Larry England who
also notified that the Calloway
County High School speech
team will be accepted as a
charter member of the National
Forensic League. Until now,the
Lakers have been an affiliate
member of the N.F.L.

Three Persons
Injured In
Auto Accident
Three persons were reported
injured in an accident Sunday
night 6.6 miles north of Murray
on Highway 783.
Kentucky State Police listed
those injured as Robert E.
Wiley, 26, of Benton; Cynthia A.
Wiley,23 of Benton; and Paul T.
Copeland, 4$, of Dexter.
Trooper Guy Turner, who
investigated the accident, was
not available this morning, but
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital officials said that
Wiley was treated and released
for lacerations; Mrs. Wiley is
listed in satisfactory condition;
and Copeland is in good condition.

The Calloway County Young
Democrats will meet Tuesday,
November 6, at 7:30 p.m at the
Calloway County Court House.
Plans will be discussed for the
Christmas project, a club
spokesman said.
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Clair and cold with framing
temperatures tonight, kw In
the low 30e. Fair and cool Tuesday, high in thi low M.
Wednesday partly cloudy and a
bit warmer.
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LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS purchased with Virgie Clark memorial funds. Dr. Charles( lark and
members of Calloway County Fire-Rescue inspect the new self-contained breathing apparatus which
was purchased recently with fundsdonated in memory of Dr. Clark's mother. Mrs. VIrgie (lark died
one year ago today when fire swept her home in the Kirksey community. A plaque on the rage reads;
"Life-sari% apparatus desisted In memory of Mrs. Virgie Clark by her many friends and neighbors." Pictured above, left to right: Capt. Bernard Steen, Dr. Clark, Chief Max Don cis And Asst.
Chief Jimmy Johnson.

County Court Clerk.
Maurice Wilson, Calloway
County Sheriff.
Huel Jones, Calloway County
Jailer.
Charles E. Hale, Property
Valuation Administrator,
Calloway County.
Max Morris, Calloway County
Coroner.
Gil Hopson, Calloway County
Magistrate, District 2.
Ralph Bogard, Calloway
County Magistrate, District 3.
Charles D. Barran, Calloway
County Magistrate, District 4.
Unopposed candidates and
the office they seek for City of
Murray offices included John E.
Scott, Mayor; Don Overbey,
prosecuting attorney, Steve
Sanders, City judge and six
candidates for city council seats
in Ward A: N. Ed Chrisman,
Phillip Tibbs, Art Lee, Dave
Willis, Rex Alexander and Jo
Crass.

Voters To Decide
Fate of Amendments
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky voters will decide
Tuesday the fate of two constitutional amendments whose
backers and opponents both are
predicting victory at the polls.
While neither amendment has
become a household political
topic, the question of whether
to switch to annual legislative
sessions has drawn the most attention.

That amendment would allow
the legislature to meet every
year — instead of every two
years — and to meet for 46
legislative
nonconsecutive
working days spaced over a period of up to four months.
The legislature could space
the 45 legislative days over a
six-month period if approved by
two-thirds of both the state Senate and House of Representatives.

Other parts of the amendment would require two-year
residency in a district before a
candidate could be elected to
the General Assembly and
would allow legislative committees to meet on any day
during the session that is not a
Sunday or holiday.
The other amendment — the
so-called "cluster amendment"
— would have a three-pronged
(See Amendments,Page 16)

Hubbard Brothers
Both Considering
Congressional Races

a
MURRAY BAND PLACES IN MEMPHIS—The Murray High
School Marching Band finished second at the Memphis State
Marching Band Festival in Memphis Saturday. Displaying the
second place trophy and the "superior" rating plaque are the
senior members of the band, left to right, front row Martha McMullen, Beth Wilson, Amanda Buie* and back row. Jenny Hindi
and Alan Wells.

Murray Band Wins Second
lace In Memphis Contest

_

WEATHER
'FORECAST.

Voters in the six precinct
in the City of Murray will
vote at the following ,
places:
' Precinct 1, Courthouse
Precinct 2, City Hall
Precinct 3, Murray
Middle School
Precinct 4, Murray
Datsun
5,
MSU
Precinct
Fleldhouse
Precinct,6, MSU Library 7

6 a.m. to 6 p.m. and anyone are all incumbents and Koenen
remainink in line to vote at 6 has served a previous term on
p.m. will be allowed to vote until the council.
7 p.m., Harris said.
In Hazel, six persons are on
In the local county judge race, the
ballot for the five council
Incumbent Democrat Robert seats
in that city. The can0.Miller is being opposed by
didates are: Cy Miller, Bobby
Independent John C. Neubauer,
Holmes, Preston Oliver, Morris
a local realtor.
Caldwell, Ralph Richardson
Charles Tommy Bogard, a and Glenn Barnett. Cy Miller,
Decmorat, and Jimmy Prit- the present chairman of the
chett, an independent, are Hazel Council, explained that
vying for the Firs District the candidates who polled the
Magisterial seat on the most votes in the election is
Calloway County Fiscal Court. usually named council chairSeven candidates are seeking man, a post comparable to
the six seats on the Murray City mayor in a larger city.
Council from Ward B of the city.
Unopposed nominees and the
The candidates are: Stephen L. offices they seek in Tuesday's
Yarbrough, Republican: and General Election are as
six Democratic nominees; Paul follows:
R. Mansfield, Thomas Rushing,
Kenneth C. Imes, Fifth
Howard Koenen, William R. District State Representative.
Furches, Melvin B. Henley and
Sid Easley, Calloway County
Fred Workman. Mansfield, Attorney.
Furches, Henley and Workman
Marvin Harris, Calloway

Calloway Young Democrats
To Meet At Court House

5.

•00.

A relatively light voter turnout is expected at polling
places throughout Calloway
County in Tuesday's General
Election according to Marvin
Harris, Calloway County Clerk.
Local offices to be filled in
tomorrow's election which have
opposition include: Calloway
County Judge, Magistrate from
the First District, Ward B of the
Murray City Council, and the
Hazel City Council.
Also on the ballot will be two
constitutional amendments, one
dealing with abolishing the
elective office of superintendent
of public instruction and
provide for election of a state
board of education: permit
sheriffs to succeed themselves:
and abolish the elective office of
railroad commissioner. The
second amendment would
provide for annual sessions of
the state legislature.
Harris urged the 10,516
registered voters in the county
to be sure to have their voter
Identification card with them so
that election workers can
readily check their registration.
The polls will be open from

The I09-member Murray
High School marching band was
awarded a superior rating and
captured second place among
bands competing in the AAA
division of the 12th annual
Memphis State University band
contest held in Memphis
Saturday.
Lafayette High School of
Lexington, Ky., was awarded
first place in the contest with a
score of only 1 1-6 points higher
than the Murray band.
Forty-three bands from six
states competed for awards in
the festival which included the
Mayor's Cup presented to the
hifibest *caring band in the
contest. Murray tied with
Memphis Overton for wors?
place overall.
Other bands receiving
recognition for superior ratings
were Holmes High of Covington,
Ky., Harrison County, Ky., Ohio

usuity, Ky., Milan, Term., and
Tupelo, Miss.
This event completed the field
marching season for the
Murray High Band, which ia
under the direction of Joe Sills
and Buddy lAght.
Two events, the Murray
Christmas Parade, and the
annual Christmas Concert, are
scheduled to be held before the
Christmas break. Sills said that
stage band auditions will be
held this week and the
basketball pep band will begin
after Thanksgiving.
A general meeting of the
Murray Band Boosters will be
held this Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in the mit bind raiiti.'dews!
business at the meeting will
include a progress report on
fund raising for the Miami trip,
and a color sound movie of the
band's performance at Murray
State.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two brothers, Carroll and Kyle
Hubbard, have confirmed in an
interview with the Louisville
Courier-Journal they are seriously considering entering the
1974 congressional primaries—
in two separate districts.
Carron Hubbard, 36, a lawyer
and state senator from Mayfield, is considering the 1st Congressional District seat from
Western Kentucky, now held by
U.S. Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield
of Murray.
Kyle Hubbard, a 32-year-o1d
attorney from Louisville, is
eyeing the Democratic nomination next year to oppose Republican 4th District US. Rep.
Gene Snyder of Jeffersontown.
Both men are Democrats and
the sons of a Baptist minister.
They did undergraduate work

it Georgetown CoLlege and received law degrees from the
University of Louisville.
Carroll Hubbard said he had
been seriously thinking about
running for some office other
than state senator, "and the
race for which I have received
the most encouragement is the
1st District congressman
( race)."
Kyle Hubbard confirmed he
is strongly considering a bid for
the congressional seat held by
Snyder, and said he may face a
strong contender, Covington attorney Edward Winterberg, in
the 1974 Democratic primary.
"I think it would be good for
the Democratic Party to have a
strong primary in the district."
If they formally decide to enter the races, the brothers said,
they will run hard-fought campaigns.
fr -

•
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SCOUTS CLEAN CtNTER —Members of Boy Scout Troop 77
cleaned up le and around the Comprehensive Care Center on Main
Street as part of a community service project. The scouts participating were Mark Overby, Doug Cretan, Bradley Wells, Joe
Kim Harmon, Jon Noffsinger, Brad Boom, Kent Harmon, Ward
Simmons, Ken Bogard and Kelly Seale,.
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Those Amateur Cooks
Are ChickenFanciers
3 ounces yellow raisins
By TOM HOGE
1 chopped green pepper with
AP Newsfeatures Writer
dash of tabasco
American farmers raise two
2 tablespoons chopped parsbillion chickens a year. That's
a lot of coq au yin, and a lot of ley
Wipe chicken pieces and
other dishes too. They range
from the Southern Fried sold in sprinkle with flour. Heat oil
every supermarket to Supreme and butter in two frying pans,
de Volaille, an epicurean crea- using mixtures of half oil and
tion of chicken breasts, pate de half butter. When butter and oil
foie gras, truffles and Madeira. are bubbling, add chicken
The versatile fowl seems to pieces to two pans and brown,
inspire amateur cooks to test putting skin side down.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper
their culinary skill more than
any other meat does. Like my as chicken browns. When goldyoung actor friend, Lewis J. en brown, add onions and garStadlen, who treated me lic and cook 5 minutes. Heat
recently to a succulent dish he cognac in small pot and pour
over chicken, and ignite. When
'calls Chicken Acapulco.
Stadlen, who won wide ac- cognac burns away add orange
claim for his portrayal of juice concentrate and mix.
GAMMA GAMMA Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi gave a Halloween party for children of Headstart.
Groucho Marx in the Broadway Place chicken pieces in a large
Gamma Gamma helpers, left to right, in the back row, were Mrs. Wayne Garrison,Mn.Willard Ails,
musical, "Minnie's Boys," likes covered casserole and simmer
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Mrs. Andy Rogers, and Mrs. John Ramdsigh. Lucille Arnold is teacher for the four
to putter about in his kitchen 10 minutes. Add peppers and
when he is not treading the raisins, mix and simmer 5 minyear olds with Shirley Parrish as aide, while Genese Rekl leacher for the five year olds with An
utes longer. Sprinkle with parsboards.
Perry as aide.
Stadlen got interested in the ley and serve with rice. Good
culinary art when his girl with a chilled dry white wine.
friend was given a cooking Serves four,
course as a birthday present.
He's been rattling happily
around his pots and pans ever
at the home of Mrs. Stanford
Monday, November 5
since.
Kathleen Jones Group of the Hendrickson at 1:30 p.m.
"I find it relaxing after a
Miss
Wanda
Garrett,
tough rehearsal or an evening
First Baptist Church will meet
The automatic dishwasher
on the stage," said Stadlen.
of the
Murray Assembly No. 19 November 24th bride-elect of
Classroom
Euzelian
in
the
is o n e of the best labor
"Besides, I like to eat well."
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Danny Johnson, was honored
church at 6:30 p.m.
savers ever devised. To put
The chicken is said to have
will meet at seven p.m. at the with a lovely shower at the
originated about 50 centuries
it to its best use, follow these
Community Room of the
Licensed Practical Nurses Masonic Hall.
ago in the jungles of Southeast
tips from the Major .kppliMurray Branch
of the
will have a business meeting in
Asia, where it roamed wild. By
ance Consumer Action
Murray TOPS No. 34, Ken- Hopkinsville Federal Savings
the conference loom of the
1400 B.C. the bird was being
Panel, sponsored by manuMurray-Calloway County tucky, will meet at the Health and Loan on Thursday,
raised domestically by the Chifacturer and retailer groups.
November 1, at seven p.m.
Center at 'even p.m.
Hospital at seven p.m.
throughout-the
spread
nese. It
Make certain that dishThe gracious hostesses for the
world as people began diswasher water temperature is
covering its toothsome qualiThe Delta Department of the event were Miss Martha Beale
ChapterM of the P.E.O.
between 140 and 160 degrees
ties.
Sisterhood will meet at th home Murray Woman's Club will and Mrs. Brenda Owen.
Fahrenheit.
King Henry of Navarre
of
Mrs. Maurice Christopher at meet at the club haw nit 7:30
The bride-elect was attired in
dishwasher
oad the
thought so highly of the fowl
p.m. with Mrs. George p.m. with Dr. Evelyn Bradley a burgundy and pink pantsuit
7:30
While this m a y
that he coined the memorable
Hart in charge of the program. as speaker. Hostesses will be and was presented a corsage of
vary from brand to brand,
phrase that France's goal was
Mesdames H.L. Oakley, Ewen pink mums
keep in mind: place metal
trimmed with
a chicken in every pot; a
Spring Creek Baptist Young Allbritten, F.E. Crawford, burgundy ribbons.
items away from detergent
phrase an American president
cups. Do not place large obWomen will meet at the church Henry Warren, Eugene Tarry,
was to use many years later.
Games were played and the
jects next to detergent cup
Raymond Tidwell and Thomas bride-elect opened her lovely
at 7:30 p.m.
Napoleon also was a lover of
objects.
Rack
over
small
or
Hogancamp.
chicken and always kept a few
gifts,
Refreshments
of
light-weight items securely
handy when his armies were on
Coldwater United Methodist
strawberry
punch
and
so they cannot be displaced
the march.
The Kappa Department of the strawberry cake trimmed with
Church Women will meet at
The early settlers brought
by water force.
Murray Woman's Club will burgundy rosebuds were served
seven p.m.
chickens to the American colomeet at the club house at 7:30 from a table centered with a
nies in 1607, and a few years
Recovery, Inc., will meet at p.m. with Mrs. Harold Ever- beautiful bouquet of pink and
later it was the centerpiece for
the Mental Health Center at smeyer as speaker. Hostesses burgundy roses arranged by
a meal served to General Lafawill be Mesdames Ronald Babb, Mrs. Iva Brandon.
seven p.m.
yette.
Jimmy Ford, A.R. Hatcher,
The peak season for poultry
Fourteen persons attended or
This salad is easier than it
John Hina, James Stabler, and sent gifts,
in America is supposed to be
the
Group
of
Moon
Lottie
cauliflowa
large
looks.
Cook
between May and October, but
First Baptist Church will meet Charles Turnbow.
er in one 13-V.-ounce can
more and more of the birds are
1$
at 6:15 p.m. for a short business
for
to
20
chicten
broth
available the year round, fresh,
Brass Choir will present a
minutes, or until barely fork.
session following the World
canned and frozen.
the recital hall of the
-oat
cauliflower,
-Lift
tenderat
the
Conference
Mission
thicken was never so plentiplace on platter with raised
rirrlic
eertrts Building Annex,
church.
ful in the United States as it is
edges and chill.
MSU, at 8:15 p.m. with Prof.
today and it's a good deal
Carl Mowery and Prof. David
Continue boiling broth until
cheaper than most red meats.
Ann Hasseltine Class of Elliott as conductors.
it is reduced to about 'It cup.
Since the end of World War II
Memorial Baptist Church will
Chill. Near serving time,
the American broiler industry
meet with Mrs. Zella Covington
gradually beat chilled broth
has adapted the motto of King
Suzanne Doyle will start a
at seven p.m.
into one cup mayonnaise.
Henry and has managed to put
series of lessons on "Art For
pint
one
'trim
and
Wash
pot
at
every
a chicken in most
Fun"at the Murray Art Guild at
cherry tomatoes. Place
least once a week.
Esther Class of Memorial seven p.m. For information call
cauliflower.
around
For a new taste treat, try
Baptist Churdh will meet with 753-8250.
this version of Chicken AcaSpoon chicken brothMrs. Sue Cathey at seven p.m.
pulco by Lewis Stadlen.
mayonnaise sauce over cauliSenior Citizens will meet at
flower and tomatoes and
Two 3-pound fryers cut
Quad-State Choral Festival Ellis Center at ten a.m. Arts
chives.
sprinkle with chopped
in quarters
concert will be at seven p.m. at and crafts for bazaar or quilting
Refrigerate. To serve, cut
1 tablespoon olive oil
the
MSU Student Union
will start at 10:30, crazy band
cauliflower into wedges and '
4 ounces butter
ballroom.
from noon to one p.m., table
top with tomatoes and sauce.
Salt and pepper
games from one to 3:30 p.m.,
Makes six to eight servings.
1 medium onion sliced
November
program at Public Library
Tuesday,
and
cloves
garlic
chopped
2
National Habit
Winsome Class of Memorial from two to three p.m.
2 ounces frozen orange juice
Baptist Church will meet with
concentrate
Eating out has become a
Mrs. Nancy Cathey, 405 North
Wednesday, November 7
3 ounces cognac
national habit no matter
7th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Faxon Mothers Club will meet
what the season if the weathat the school at two p.m. A
er permits. If it's a picnic,
Sigma Alpha Ipta Alumni shower for the Max Dowdy
sturdy
line the hamper or
Chapter will meet at the home family will be held.
cardboard create with heavy
of Mrs. Joe Prince at seven p.m.
DRIVE
to reflect heat away
foil
duty
IN
C
7X.4
-94i7a
l—
ie
Blankenship Circle of the
from the contents. Also, top
Children's Book Fair will be South Pleasant Grove United
plain or insulated boxes with
,CLOSED "ill FRI.
held at the SUB Ballroom at Methodist Church will meet at
foil.
Murray State University, the home of Mrs. Donna
Fri.-Sat-Sun.
sponsored by ACE.
Jackson at seven p.m.
Your family needs four or
'CLASS OF '44" &
more servings of vegetables
Group H of the First Christian
Spring Creek Baptist Church
and fruits every day. Be sure
"SAVAGE 7" T
-Church CWF will meet at the mission groups will meet at
to include dark green or
Church Library at two p.m. seven p.m.
yellow vegetables, citrus fruit
with Mrs. Dan Hutson as
or tomatoes.
speaker on "Russia." Mrs.
Baptist Women and Baptist
Rupert Parks and Mrs. Herbert Young Women of Cherry Corner
c
Farris will be hostesses.
Church will hold separate
meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the
The United Methodist Women church.
of Hazel Church will hold its
general meeting at the church
Flint Baptist Church Baptist
James Coburn ts an Expert Pickpocket!
at seven p.m.
Women and Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
rMethodist at seven p.m.
First Ur
—
Church Women will meet at the
church at ten a.m. with ajunHE S THE WORLD S GREATEST CANNON I
Artex painting and ceramic
cheon at one dollar each at classes for senior
citizens will
Vaned tiptoes
noon. Executive board will be from ten a.m. to 12
................... „.... .
noon
meet at nine a.m, in church
parlor.
Children's Book Fair conStarts Wed. - Double Karate Feature
tinues
today at the MSU
"Chinese Connection" & "Fish Of Fury" ill
Jessie Ludwick Circle of First Student Union ballroom.
Presbyterian Church will meet
Women of the Oaks Country
Club wW play bridge at nine
thru
am. with Ruth Brandon as
THEATRE
NOV. I
hostess.

Miss Wanda Garrett
Honored At Shower
At Community Room

Follow Advice
On Dishwasher

Salad
spectacular

Penny Homemakers
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. Butterworth

VEGETABLE BEEF STEW
WITH PIMIENTO
BISCUITS

The home of Mrs. Brent
Butterworth
on Meadowland
was the scene of the October
15th meeting of the Penny
Homemakers Club.
Madrey,
Ernest
Mrs.
president, presided. Mrs. Ruby
Harrell called the roll with each
one naming her favorite
Halloween costume as a child.

Sy
Barbara Jewell

The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ruby Harrell with her
scripture reading from Ecclesiastes 3:11.
The lesson on "American
Heritage" was given by Mrs.
Ruby Harrell. Another special
lesson was given by Mrs. A.A.
Doherty. Also a lesson on
was
Flowers"
"Dried
presented.
Mrs. Brooks Moody gave the
landscape notes on how to plant
bulbs and shrubs.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames L.P. Hendon, and
Alton Cole. Visitors present
were Mrs. Virgil Nanny, Mrs.
Naomi Miller, and Mrs. A.M.
Alexander.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday, November 19, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Paul Butterworth.

Here's a one-dish meal that's
easy to make and good for
all seasons. And the Fluffy
Pimiento Biscuits bake right
atop the Vegetable Beef Stew!
VEGETABLE BEEF STEW
2 lbs. boneless beef
/
1
4 cup flour
/
1
4 tsp. salt
V. tsp. pepper
3 Tbs. bacon drippings
11
/
2 cups water
1 package (10 oz.) frozen peas
1 can (no. 303) whole potatoes
3 Tbs. margarine
Cut beef in 2-inch squares; roll
in flour with salt and pepper.
Sauté beef in bacon drippings
until well browned; transfer
to heated casserole. Add water
to drippings, bring to boil
and pour over meat. Cover
and bake (300-325°) about 3
hours. Saute peas and potatoes in margarine; add to
casserole 15 min. before meat
is done. Top with Pimiento
Biscuits and bake (uncovered) at 425* 15 min. or until
biscuits are brown. Makes 6
servings.
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SELECT RIGHT
FLOWERS FOR SHADE
Trees are lovely, but the shade
created by trees forces the home
gardener to make a very careful
selection when planting flowers
which will be in shaded areas
There are wane beautiful flowers
which actually grow better in
these shaded spots.
Day Lilies and Wax Begonias
ate two which are well-soiled for
plfiting in the areas where only
a small amount of suelight
reaches. Day Lilies are especially colorful. Reds, oranges, Pinks
and yellows are available in Day
Lilies, Try the Day Lilies or Wax
Begonias and see these lovely
flowers flourish in the shade.
Flowers can be used by you to
convey a message of love or your
remembrance during an hour of
grief. Flowers are appropriate for
all OCCIESEOTIS. OUT flower ShOP is
as close as your telePhone•
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12th at Poplar St.
7534159
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EASY PIMIENTO BISCUITS
2 cups self.rising flour
Tbs. shortening
I can or jar (4 oz ) whole
pimientos
'Al cup buttermilk, more or
less
Cut shortening into flour.
Chop pimientos and add. Stir
in milk until dough leaves
side of bowl. Knead gently
on lightly floured board and
roll or pat to /
1
2-in. thickness.
Cut in diamond shapes. Set
around edge of stew to bake.
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FAMOUS WHIRLPOOL APPLIANCES AT GIANT SAVINGS!
Whirlpool
AUTOMATK WASHER
SPECIAL CARE FOR
PERMANENT PRESS FABRICS,
• 3 Cycles, 3 water temperature selections
\• Magic-Mix lint filter
,• Super Surgilator• agitator
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The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Community Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Jessie Robinson as hostess and
Rowena Stubblefield giving the
Program,
When you are simmering a
small keg) beef brisket, cover
it with water and add salt, on
and celery leaves. Count on
cooking it for 30 to 35 minutes
per pound. Sliced thin, the cold
brisket will make delicious
sandwiches.

AUTOMATIC DRYER

SALE PRICE
$119
MODEL L E 3200

Portable Dishwasher
Trash Masher
Double Oven Range
Upright Freezer

Whirlpool
WASHER - 4 cycles- NORMAL, KNIT, PER.
MANENT PRESS 81 GENTLE Big family-size
capacity Super SURGILATOR e agitator
LAA 5700

Eastp.
Whirlpool
DRYER-5 cycist•LIGHT MEDIUM. HEAVY
EXTRA HEAVY & PERMANENT PRESS
TUMBLE•PRESS• control helps eltrninate
wrinkles. LAE 5700

SINUS
Sufferers

Here's good
for yout Exclusive
new "Hord-core- SYNA.CLEAN Dixonvision, tablets act instantly and dear
on nosol sin. cavities. One -herd cote"
tablet gives up to I hours relief from
pain and pressure of COMMINer. Alton,
you ro breathe eesly--steps watery
•yes and runny rune. Yew con buy
SYNA-CLEAR at eN Ong Sher., win,
ovt need for a prescriolloa. Satisfaction
velaiWsei
s.e.if"Seer
Isstroductory offer worth $1.30. Cwrowe
this ad—Tette fo one of Ilse stores
leiloal below. Purcties• One pat* if
Syno.Ctectr 1 Ts and receive one mons
Systa-O•ar I 2.0ack frir•
Introductory
$150
Offer Worth
'Weer eveticaste PRUVO ..if
Syvap Orono the SYNA-CILE Alt peep/exHOLLAND DRUG STORE

Model 1X85300

MORE CLEARANCE SPECIALS

'HARRY IN YOUR POCKET

"ANIISY!
s STUNNING! BEAUTIFUL!"

$1 8

Whirlpool
SPECIAL COOL DOWN CARE
FOR PERMANENT PRESS
• 2 drying cycles
• Extra large lint filter
• Fast drying system
•
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$178.00
$198.00
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Sills-Lawrence Engagement

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 5, 1973

Beta Club Of Calloway County High
School Has Initiation At Meeting -
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t LUX;ER & TIMES
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Your Individual Horoscope
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Snake fan bites out
at Abby's 'pet' idea
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. Twenty lashes with a forked tongue for
allowing your readers to suggest that snakes make "nice
pets" and require a minimtun of care.
Any competent herpetologist can tell you that snakes
are among the most difficult animals to keep in captivity,
for the following reasons: They are susceptible to infections
which often become fatal because amateurs cannot detect a
sick snake until it is much too late. Also, a snake's cage
must be kept absolutely immaculate, with controled
amounts of fresh air, light, and heat.
.
Snakes show no affection whatsoever. They can be
taught to tolerate some handling, but a snake does not
recognize its owner or keeper
Most snakes require a diet of live (or freshly killed!
mice, lizards, and insects, which is a problem for most
PeopleAbby, if you don't alert your readers to the above facts,
many may rush out and purchase a snake only to have the
poor creature perish thru its owner's ignorance.
SNAKE FAN . FREMONT, CAL
DEAR FAN: That settles it! No snakes for this howbeit It's difficult eneage to bey beef without shopphig for
lbarda, mice, sad insects. llutaks for writing.
DEAR ABBY. To bra or not to bra? That was a recent
question. Large, medium, small, or nonexistent—what's all
the fuss about' Any student of geometry knows that curves
are nothing more than wrecked angles.
FLUNKED GEOMETRY
DEAR FLUNKED And any student of anatomy knows
that some curves have wrecked worms!
DEAR ABBY: That young mother who resented the
way the grandparents "spoiled" her children, reminded me
of myself 25 years ago.
I, too, deeply resented the way my parents spoiled my
youngsters. I almost dreaded letting my children spend a
weekend with their grandparents. Then, one day my wise
sister in law took me aside, and said: "Children need to get
away from that strict parental discipline once in a while—
to be 'spoiled' and made to feel 'special,' and who better
than grandparents should do it? Children need to learn how
to cope with a different set of rules in a different situation."
She was right, of course, The occasional "spoiling" my
children enjoyed from their grandparents didn't hurt them
one bit.
M S.
DEAR M.S.: Thank you for a letter which came just in
time to help me justify spoiling my own grandchildren.
Prahlessaf You'll fool bettor if rot got it off year cheat.
Porn parsonsi reply, write to ABBY: Boa No. 07911, L
Calif. 9000. Raeiose stamped, self-oddressed envelope.
please.

Vote
'Yes'

GS!

on

Constitutional
Amendment
Number 1

00

A. Requires the State Board of
Education to be elected
instead of appointed._ Remove the
office of State Superintendent of
Public Instructions from partisan
politics . . .
CE

FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 6,1973

B. Allow a good Sheriff to be
re-elected . .

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Job matters are likely to
conflict with personal desires,
but accept thealtuation for the
present. It will pay off later.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A favorable day for routine
affairs, but care needed in
financial matters. Don't
speculate or gamble in any way.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Avoid that far-out limb which
has neither been tested for
strength nor offers good reason
for
examination.
What
fascinates is not always worth
going after.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
Do not by-pass new opportunities because you are
wrapped up in current interests.
It will be wise to keep a
weather-eye open.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ?/24 Q
A pleasant surprise indicated—possibly the settlement of a long-standing
obligation. Artistic pursuits and
romance especially favored

n40-

Miss Marscia Sills
_ Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd C. Sills of Atkins, Ark., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of -their daughter,
Mamie,to James Andrew Lawrence, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Parker of Henderson, Tenn.
Miss Sills is a 1972 graduate of Atkins High School and attended
Freed-Hardeman College at Henderson, Tenn , during the school
year of 1971-73.
Mr. Lawrence is a 1970 graduate of Tennessee Tech University
at Cookeville, Tenn., and is presently employed as a civil engineer
for the U.S. Forestry Service at Russellville, Ark.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Sills of
Hardin and Mrs. Carl Wiley of Almo.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, December 8, at the West
Side Church of Christ, Russellville, Ark.

Plans Completed By
Miss Cindy Steele
For Her Wedding

.r1.11

Miss Cindy Steele, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Steele,
has completed plans for her
marriage to Jackie Herndon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Herndon.
The double ring ceremony
will take place on Saturday,
November 10, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
Crwitter! at
Seventh and
Christ" with ',Eta Jag.UM
officiating.

poplar

Miss Steele will be given in
marriage by her father. She has
chosen Miss Marsha Beliew as
her maid of honor. Miss
Suzanne Hale and Miss Teresa
Ferguson
will
be
her
bridesmaids.
Best man for Mr Herndon
will be Homer Hall. Groomsmen and ushers will be Tommy
Schroeder, Gary Lamb, and
Steve Steele.
A reception will be
following the ceremony.

held

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

Wood-Frame House
A survey of 800 home-buying
families showed most potential
buyers don't ask questions about
the framing, because wood framing has been the basic structural
system since this country was
founded.
Wood framing's strength has
been tested by hurricanes and
earthquakes, and as a natural
insulator wood is rated six times
as effective as brick, 15 times
over concrete, 1,000 times more
than aluminum.
University-conducted fuel consumption tests showed that in
two identical houses, one built
with wood used 26.2 per cent
less fuel than one built of
masonry. This is vitally important in days of growing fuel
shortages.

now.

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Independence of thought and
action should be stressed. But
don't arbitrarily reject unusual
ideas. A fresh viewpoint could
give your efforts new direction.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) --What you say and do now
could have more far-reaching
effects than you realize, so
mark time, think things over
NO imbefore acting.
pulsiveness!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Reflexes, intuition and
business acumen should be keen
now. Especially favored under
research,
day's aspects -

)(

YOU BORN TODAY are a
quick thinker and equally quick
in action, but von can get into
"hot water" this way if not
careful. You are sensitive,
intuitive and emotional and are
one of the kindest and most
loving of the Scorpio combinations. The usually sharp
edges, bestowed by Mars, are
softened, but they retain their
intensity. Extremely versatile,
there are many fields from
which you could choose what
should be a brilliant career, but
outstanding are science, music,
literature,
dancing
and
medicine. You also have excellent business acumen and, if
you choose this field as a life
work, should take up one of the
arts—preferably music or
dancing—as an avocation.
Birthdate of: John Philip Sousa,
composer, bandmaster; Mike
Nichols, stage and film
director; Jean Shrimpton,
famed British rnodeL

Pat Dee Adams, Stanly Anderson, Linda Avery, Cindy
Bailey, Sandy Bibb, Becit,
Blackford, Danny Brittain,
Robert Allen, president, Kathie Broach, Maressa Ann
presided at the initiation. Mrs. Buchanan, Sharon Buchanan,
Betty Riley is the club sponsor. Kathy Calhoun, Gena Cleaver,
The officers of the club Beth Crabtree, Jim Davis,
Dover, Vanessa
presented a small program Theresa
about the aspects and ideals of Eichhoff, Lynn Erwin, Robin
the club to acquaint parents and Teresa Erwin, Mike Farris,
new members of the club about Sandy Farris, Pam Foster,'
Melinda Fulkerson, Sandy
the organization.
Gray, Julie Greenfield, Karen
Norita Cassity was in charge
of the initiation and as each Haley, Sherilyn Haley, Reda
Hicks, Debora Hill, Amanda
member was initiated a feather
was placed on an owl statuette. Hoke, Rebecca Imes, Kathy
Jones,
Mrs. Betty Riley, sponsor, led Jackson, Rodney
Renita
Kimbro,
the members in saying the Club Judith
Latimer, Martha McCallon,
Creed.
Dawn McCuiston, Diane McOfficers of the club are Allen, Cuiston, Donald McCuiston,
president; Lamar Harrell, first James McCuiston, Steve Mevice; Quentin Fannin, second Cuiston, Cindy Mills, Teresa
vice; Karen Crick, correspon- Moody, Sherry Morris, Ronald
ding secretary; Pam Robert- Outland, Paula Perkins, Keven
son, recording secretary; Pennick, Caron Phelps, Benny
Marketia Orr, point secretary; Pittman, Patricia Reeves,
Kathy Rose, first treasurer; Diane Rhoades, Tommy Riley,
Cindy
Dale Mathis, second treasurer; Joe Pat Robertson,
Patsy Burkeen, reporter, Rogers, Lisa Rogers, Peggy
Debbie Garrett, song leader; Rogers, Kathy Rose, Kathy
Kathy Jackson, devotional Scott, Terry Sheriden, Patsy
leader;
Alene
Paschall, Simms, Bonnie Smith, Lisa
Smith, Sandra Starks, Krit
parliamentarian.
Stubblefield, Donna Tabers, Joe
Following the program Dan Taylor, Cindy Jo Thornton,
refreshments were served in Kathy Lee Todd, Vicki
the school cafeteria at the table Weatherford, and Kerry Rayce
overlaid with a lovely cloth and Wyatt.
The Beta Club now has a total
centered with a green floral
arrangement in a brass con- of one hundred and forty-five
members.
tainer.

Great
knitcare.
For the
knits you
wear.

Bro. Bill Hart
Shows Slides For
The Church Women

•

4.•

No one knows today's knits,
blends and exotic fibers like
your Sanitone Drycleaner.
That's us.
We're well schooled in the
gentle art of caring for and
treating your finest fabrics.
So you'll always look great
And your knits and blends
will always be fresh, clean,
trouble free. And last longer.

1

Sanitone

in VOGUE,
BAZAAR,
As advertised
GLAMOUR,HARPER'S
ESQUIRE,
MADEMOISELLE,
ILLUSTRATED,
and SPORTS

Past Print Copy Center
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Again I Need
Your Vote!

* RE-ELECT *

WILLIAM R.

FURCHES
—
CITY COUNCIL
— for

Ward B
Paid Political Ad., 'aid b Wm. R. Furches

COUPON SAVINGS

BARBARA ERWIN has
passed her real estate
examination and Is now
associated with Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 10 North 12th
Street, Murray. She is the wife
of Otis Hampton Erwin, and
they reside at 07 Dora. Rood,
Murray, with their daughter,
Amite, • freshman at Murray
State University, and their SOS,
Mark, a 'Indent at Murray
Middle School.

The United Methodist Women
of the Lynn Grove Church held
its October meeting at two p.m.
at the church.
Bro. Bill Hart, pastor of the
church,showed slides of his trip
to the Hold Land. He gave a
very interesting description of
the pieces he visited
Mrs. Margaret Derrington,
president, presided Mrs. Reba
Lee gave the treasurer's report
and called the roll with each
member answering by giving
the books of the Bible they had
read and also the religious
books.
Rosalind Rinker's book on
"Prayer and Conversing With
God" was discussed as to future
study by the women.
The meeting was closed with
prayer by the pastor, Bro. Hart
Four visitors were present.

merchandising, business
transactions in general.
SAG MARIUS
i Nov. M to Dec. 21)
With your innate ingenuity,
you will probably discover more
than one novel way of meeting
this day's demands. Others are
competing for identical goals:
Push on!
,,CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Some situations may be
getting out of hand. This is the
time to use your wits and clear
up matters insofar as YOU are
personally concerned.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A top day for displaying your
canny sense of timing and
ability to cut deadwood from
your schedule. Some new opportunities in the offing.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A good period. Augment your
program with something
special, out-of-the-ordinary.
Trump competition's move with
quiet, tactful skill.

New members of the dub are
as follows:

Sixty-nine members of the
Beta Club of Calloway County
High School were initiated at
the meeting held on Monday,
October 22, at seven p.m. at the
school.

Men's orsitriesi Vgce Pant
0 ea.
$ 1!

Reg. '1.70 ea.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

SKIRTS Plain
69c

ea.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

,ZBOONE S

COUPON SAVINGS

-LONG COATS , LI
— Plain —

0.9
ea.

I

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

(11)

BOONE'S

VALENTINE PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

C. Abolish the Railroad Commission
which has outlived its usefulness.

CE

COUPON SAVINGS

WHILE•YOUWAIT
1 TO 1.000 COPIES
PRINTING AND

Camera Ready Capp Only

DUPLICATING

Laundry &
Cleaners

This advertisement paid for by the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association and
Friends of Kentucky Education.
Bobbie R. Grogan, Chairman; Ray Corns, Vice Chairman; Ken Miller, Secretary-Treasurer; Arnold Guess,
Wilburn Smith, Irvin White and Redwood Taylor,
members. 239 Coldstrearn Drive, Frankfurt, Ky.

-3037

"The Cleaners Interested In You"
30441 MAIN STREET .1*- PHONE 703-466
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

'
4111100101100110~

•

BOONE'S
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

SHIRTS LAUNDERED
4(0, 994
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Bootie's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Nov. 30, 1973

BOONE'
,
4

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

North I2th
Story Ave.
03 Main
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Agree Or Not

VOTE
1/‘ YES

I Say What I Think
by 8. C. VAN CUSON

By S.C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT—One of the
more controversial measures to
come before the 1974 General
Assembly will be the Public
Employee Bargaining bill
Which as been cleared by an
tnterim legislative committee.
After trying for three
sessions, 1968, 1970 and 1972, to
pass a professional negotiations
measure,
the
Kentucky
Education Association has
joined with other public employees to pass a measure
which would cover all of them.
employee
Fifteen
organizations, including labor
anions AFL-C10), teachers,
organizations, firemen, and
state employees, are solidly
behind the trill. This is probably
the biggest united front ever
presented here on such a
proposition.
Aligned against the bill are
the Kentucky School Boards
Association, Associated Industries of Kentucky, Kentucky
Farm Bureau, Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky Hospital Association,
Kentucky Municipal League
and organizations representing
business and government.
Essentially the bill sets up
machinery for collective
bargaining and binding arbitration, but prohibits strikes
of public employees. The employees would have the right to
bargain over wages, working
conditions and in the case of
teachers to discuss curriculum
and school operation. The good
intent of course is presupposed
to improve the educational
atmosphere and the curriculum
and rules of the schools.
The School Board Association
has been vehemently opposed to
professional negotiations and
will take the same stance on the
proposed bill in 1974.

If the bill passes, city councils, fiscal courts, and other
governing bodies as well as
school boards would go through
the negotiating process with
their employees.
Maurice Bement, executive
director of the Kentucky School
Boards Association, stated hit
organization's position thusly:
—Collective bargaining leads
to erosion of public control of
governmental services.
—The cost to the citizenry of
governmental services would
be greatly increased.
—Collective bargaining will
not improve the quality of
g2vernrnenta1 services to the
citizens of Kentucky.
—The bargaining techniques
used in the private sector should
not, and can not be justly
transferred to the public sector.
"This association believes,"
Bement said, "cooperative
action for improved education
programs can best be achieved
through voluntary efforts
assisted by improved cominformation,
munications,
education and understanding,
WOULD YOU LIV.E
and therefore opposes any
legislation which mardates a
local board of education to
enter
into
professional CONGRESS SHOWS INTEREST
negotiations or collective
bargaining agreements with
any group of school board
employees."
There are approximately
Despite its preoccupation with
185,000 public employees in the
Watergate, Congress stands a
•
state, but approximately 35,000
good chance of completing work
of these are federal employees,
this year on legislation setting
thus leaving about 150,000
new ground rules for the private
covered by the proposed bill.
There are approximately
pension systems that currently
34,000 teachers employed in
cover 30 million working AmerKentucky with another 22,000
icans. This could be the most signon-certified school employees.

The Murray-Calloway County
JayCees Endorse

10 Years Ago Today
. Dr. Ralph Woods, president of Murray State
*College, is pictured displaying Murray's 1964
telephone directory. Highlighting the cover is full
color picture of the MSC auditorium.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Rachel Howard, age 87.
Mrs. Sallie Stroud, age 90, Polk David Phillips, age
90, Mrs. Mary Lula Billington, Mrs. Luella Culver,
age 94, Mrs. Mayme Ola Cain, age 64, and J.A.
_
Burgess, age 80.
All of Kentucky's forests were open to the public
.-today for the same time since October'18 with the
arrival of cool showers that did not really break the
drought but did wet down the woodlands enough to
fnake them relatively safe.
Births reported at Murray Hospital November I
to 4 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Newton
'Estes and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cunningham.

20 Years Ago Today

nificant achievement of the 93rd
Congress in terms of the basic
economic security of our people.
In a bill already passed by the
Senate, and in similar legislation
being written in the House Ways
and Means Committee, Congress
appears to be resisting pressure
either to water down the reform
effort or to go overboard in the
other direction, making the feder:
al government such a heavyhanded participant in pension
programs that they would no
longer be private.
On the one hand, employers understandably would prefer to see
a minimum of government supervision over pension programs.
Federal intrusion into their business affairs is annoying enough as
it is. The business world cannot
deny, however, that far too many
employes are being shortchanged under loosely supervised
pension plans which do not deliver
on their promises.
On the other hand, there are
enough well-managed and successful private pension plans to
show that it is hardly necessary to
establish government-sponsored
retirement funds as a remedy for
abuses. Unfortunately, that is the

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT
NO. 2
SOME

ADviCE?)

direction in which the more zealous reformers would take us. The
nation's experience with Social
Security should be instructive in
showing what can happen when
there is continual congressional
tinkering with such programs financed by employer and employe
contributions.
What is needed is a set of standards and regulations that would
place the trustees of private pension systems under restraints
comparable to those imposed on
the banking and securities industries. There is a public interest in
the solvency of banks and the security of their deposits. There is
also a public interest in the field of
pension funds, whether considered in terms of the $150 billion in
assets which they now hold in the
aggregate, or in terms of the individual worker who 13 relying on
one for his retirement income.
The Senate bill recognizes that
workers should be able to claim a
vested right to at least some of
their pension benefits over a period of time It also would establish
a federally administered but privately financed insurance program to protect pension investments if a company goes out of
business or otherwise cancels its
program. These are the kind of
reforms that can be implemented
with a minimum of new bureaucratic interferrence in what
should remain private between
employers and their employes.

Another case of poliomyelitis has been reported
:here. This brings to nine the number of recent cases
;of polio in the county.
Lt. (JG) John Mack Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carter, completed his active service with the
:U.S. Navy on November I. He has been in Korean
:waters on the mine sweeper Tourean for two years.
: New officers of Church Women United are Mrs.
-Harrywood Gray. Mrs. B.F.Scherffius. and Mrs.
:Nandal Wrather.
EAST BRUNSWICK, N.J. and there.
Dr. R.B. Parsons spoke on "Prejudice" at the (A?) — It seems a shame to
We did not foresee egg yolk
meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray Wideiperfectly good house on and gum, not to mention marking pencils, glue and masking
three small boys.
Woman's Club.

Seems A Shame To Waste A
Good House On Three Boys

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
In my lifetime there always has been trouble for
:us in Washington and the reason may be found in the
5greed and ambition of so many of the political
:pygmies and their kind who go to Washington. Which
;is to say, it is surprising how well one can't get along
one doesn't go there.
"Wheresoever ( a politician) comes
•
to do mishchief, he comes with his
backside towards you."
—John Webster
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Pension reform gains

A watered-down negotiations
bill was passed in 1972, but
vetoed by Gov. Wendell Ford.
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with debris, not to mention
cushions dispatched from the
couch, pictures removed from
the walls, water flowing from
They seem to think so, too, tape.
the bathroom tO-the kitchen via
And surely eternal punish- the ceiling.
judging from their blitzkrieg efforts at removing it from the ment must await the inventor
All of this would seem to conof the ball point.
face of the earth.
stitute acts of disturbed and
We slaved so long and hard
dangerous individuals.
There might be a certain perto come by these four walls—
Not so. Each is the result of
agonizingly built, meticulously verse pleasure in finding mal- an act of extreme creativity—
decorated, laboriously land- ice in these acts. But when No. ammunition for the current
scaped--amazing our friends, 2 son takes you by the hand, neighborhood war, Material for
confounding our enemies and assuring you that he has a fort, bases for the ball game,
"made a boo-ti-ful picture" for cushions for gross motor actividelighting the tax assessor.
And totally unimpressing our you, then leads you to a tele- ty (parachuting from the coffee
vision set with its picture tube table), lakes for toy dinosaurs
young fry.
It's not just the defacing of completely colored in with gay to float in.
our property. We expected a pictures to which he points with
We poke fingers into the
certain amount of that, being creative pride, how can you dikes up to our elbows and asthe liberal-minded parents of truly find it in yourself to break sure each other that next year
every bone in his body?
young sons.
It will be better.
It is the methodical and total
And we circumvented much
We both know better. Next
of the damage by carefully dec- destruction which gives one year they will be older, wiser
orating in muted tones of pea- pause.
and stronger—and our energies
Shingles missing from the will have declined by that
nut butter and jelly, with accents of finger-mark grey and house, sheet rock stripped from much.
just a touch of dog hair here the garage, window wells filled
With the birth of the third
boy, we started looking around
for a nice gymnasium to buy.
There's a lots to recommend it.
There are no cushions to be reglass 10'Aiia"tinlither of his diSciPleilild'linCVord. - snored,-preeleus
suffer me first to go and bury my father.—Matthew break, no furniture to run into
With a small trailer parked
2i21. a
outside. tor cooking and sleep-- The -me first- person. always .has many.- fine ing facilities, it's hard to see
sounding excuses to postpone tuII commitment to how we could go wrong—unless, of course, peanut butter
Jesus Christ.
and jelly sticks to gym floors.

Bible Thought For Today

Shall Sections 32, 36 and 42 of
the Constitution be amended so
as to: (1) Provide that no
persons shall be a Representative or Senator who has not
resided in the district from
which he may be chosen for tWo
years next preceding his
election; (2) Provide that the
General Assembly shall convene each year on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday
in January, except in the year
following a gubernatorial
election, it shall convene the
first Tuesday after the first
Monday in March; (3) Provide
that no session of the General
Assembly shall continue
beyond forty-five legislative
days, which need not be consecutive nor shall a session
extend longer than four months
after convening, provided,
however, upon approval of the
two-thirds of the members of
the House and of the Senate, a
session of the General
Assembly may be extended for
a total period of not longer than
six months after convening;
(4) Provide that Committees of
the General AssemblV may
meet on any day which is not a
Sunday or a legal holiday from
the time a session is convened.

Get Out and Vote

VOTE

YES

Paid Political Advertising Paid For by Murray-Calloway
County JayCees
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HARVEST
FESTIVAL

THE

JAZZ
EXPLOSION
(Editor's Note: Beginning
with this issue, an informative
article on jazz will appear every
Monday In the Murray Ledger &
Times. It will be written by Ray
Benton, an undergraduate
music student and Dick
Reisman, assistant professor of
art at Murray State.)

With the growing resurgence
and reinterest in jazz and jazzrock on the campuses across the
country, more people than ever
are becoming followers of this

HEARING AIDS
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music. After the Rock 'N Roll
boom of the fifties and sixties,
people are beginning to look for
something mar* in music and
are discovering that jazz had
much more to offer musically
than other types of popular
music.
One of the innovators and fine
musicians of jazz is trumpet
player, Maynard Ferguson, and
in regards to the very fine jazz
concert that he gave recently on
the MSU campus, we thought it
fitting to review his new album,
"MF Horn, III," Columbia KC
32403.
The album begins with a tune
written and arranged by
pianist, Pete Jackson, entitled
"Avrright, Awright." This tune
is in the tradition of Ferguson's
driving opening numbers and
alto
British
features
saxophonist, Andy Macintosh, a
new addition to the band.
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CONCERT
•
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"The Grass Roots"

•
•
"Pure Prarie League" •
•
•
FRIDAY NIGHT
and
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November 9, 1973
8:00 P.M.
U,T.M. FIELD HOUSE
Tickets: '4.00 advance
5.00 at door
Tickets may be obtained by writing:
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S.G.A.
U.T.M.
Martin, Tenn. 38237
t••••••••••••••••

Prices Good
these item,
NOVEMBER
5-6- 7

For

Another Pete Jackson tune,
"Love Theme From the Valachi
Papers," makes a nice change
of pace to a very beautiful,
lyrical ballad. The horns blend
in beautifully with Jackson's
electric piano to give the tune a
transparent quality.
Other outstanding numbers
are "Nice 'N Juicy," which
shows off Ferguson's "screech"
style, and "Pocahontas," with
its simple haunting melody and
primitive Indian-like pulse.
Other tunes included in this
album are Monk's "Round
Midnight," "Mother Fingers"
and "S,O.M.F."
For the last two decades,
Ferguson seems to have had a
knack of collecting outstanding
musicians. Make special note of
Bruce Johnstone on baritone
sax, and from the rhythm
section, the very exciting Dave
Markee on bass 'and the
pulsating Randy Jones on
drums.
Ferguson seems to make jazz
easy to enjoy and listen to. The
combination of a tight, wailing
band, a virtuoso leader and a
high quality Columbia recording go together to make this
album a fine addition to any
record collection.
Other recent Maynard
Ferguson albums of interest
are: "MY Horn I," "MY Horn
II" and "Stoney End," all on
Columbia.
(Ray Beaton and Dick
Reisman can be heard on "Jazz
From Both Sides," every
Tuesday night from 9:00 until
midnight on WICMS-FM, 91.1
playing the best in Jazz and Jazzrock.)

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
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PLANTERS'

DRY ROASTE

PEANUTS
8 OUNCE SIZE
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IF>•Solids•Prints•Patterns
Huge Felections of beautiful decorator tolor and styles.
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London hoses will
control traffic lights

• Fist. hundred London buses
• will by.equipped with eixperi-,.
•
•
•
•
•

Savings you Can't Afford To Miss....

VICKS

Nyquil

mental electronic devices—)
which will give them priority
at traffic lights.
The devices, known as
transponders, will transmit
signals to prolong the green
light or speed up the change
born red to green and automatically open barriers
across bus-only lanes which
exclude all other traffic. —
CNS

94c
Fast acting overnite
relief from colds
Limit 1

CONTAC

Capsules
Limit 1

83c
Dry up sniffing and
sneezing on contac

CRAYOLA

KODAK
"Pack & White Film

Crayons
Limit 2

0

26c

MARCAL
Facial Tissue
B
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#126 cartridge type
2 ply soft and colorful
to fit your new Keystone 16 different brilliant
tissue in easy fluff out
115X camera. Limit 2 colors in plastic container box.
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CALLO WAY COUNTY WILL HAVE:
* A New Fiscal Court
* A New City Council
* A New Mayor
* A New University President
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Cold Water Wash
WOOLITE
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size

Roses
Low
Price
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John C. Neubauer

no- Freeze &

The Independent Candidate for Judge
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ALADDIN

Lunch Kit

Transmission Fluid
made from Virgin oils

Vote for John C. Neubauer
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-rust ___
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polypropylene plastic
kit

for Couniy fudge
ees

9x12 LINOLEUM
IN Kitthen and Floral Patterns
Great Colors
latest in
decorator
patterns

Paid Political Advertising by John C. Neubauer
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Handy
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GAS GETTER
Windshield Washer
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your wiuddlield to 30 below
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Racers Topple Austin Peay
3149 In Last Home Contest
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Facing a blazing, dead-eye
shooter, Murray State finally
found the range for some fancy
target work of its own enroute to
a 31-19 waltz over tough
backyard OVC rival Austin
Peay State University.
It was the Racers last appearance in Roy Stewart
Stadium of the current campaign and ended with a perfect
five game winning streak
against some of the nation's and
league's best teams.
Billed as an offensive duel
each season the contest lived up
to its expectations with the
combined point total of 50
markers for the two squads.
The Racers now hold an 8-7-0
advantage in the series begun in
1953 and revenged a 33-20
thumping at the hands of the
Governors last year.
The highest MSU scoring
effort of the season improved
the Racers OVC slate to 5-1-0
and their overall mark to 7-1-0.
Combined with arch-rival
Western Kentucky's 424
thumping of Middle Tennessee,
the win assured Murray of a
shot for a tie of the league title
two weeks from now with the
Hilltoppers, who lead the
standings with a 6-0-0 mark and

40- 4.6

BILL ENGEL 130) OF THE RACERS, is getting set to cut left behind Willie DeLeach's (82) upcoming block on this running play in Saturday's MSU-APSU game. Murray defeated the Governors
31-19.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon )

Saints Shutout Bills 13-0;
Hold 0. J. To Only 46 Yards
By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
When the schedule makers
dreamed up the New Orleans at
Los Angeles game for next Sunday, they had no idea it could
create the biggest game in the
Saints' 61,2-year history in the
National Football League.
A tough New Orleans defense
held Buffalo running phenom
O.J. Simpson to 79 yards Sunday, and five field goals by Atlanta Falcon rookie Nick MikeMayer dumped the Rams setting up an unusually important confrontation between a
perennial playoff contender and
a perennial also-ran.
''We thought we could run on
the Saints' front four, but we
didn't," said Simpson, who despite running under his average
of 146 yards per game raised
his season's total to 1,104.
"Hustle. That's what you'd
call that defense," he said.
"They just kept us away from
the football."
The result - a 13-0 shutout
for the Saints' fourth victory in
the last five weeks. The
triumph raised their record to
4-4, put New Orleans just one
game behind the Atlanta Falcons, and brought them to within two games of the Barns, the
National Football Conference
Western Division leaders.
The Falcons, meanwhile, administered a 15-13 licking to the
Rams on Mike-Mayer's field
goals.
The Falcons and Mike-Mayer
helped set up the Los AngelesNew Orleans showdown by
scoring their fourth consecutive
victory and handing the Rams

31-17; the Houston Oilers outscored the Baltimore Colts 3127; the Kansas City Chiefs
blanked the San Diego Chargers 19-0; the Miami Dolphins
upended the New York Jets 2414; the Dallas Cowboys pounded the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10;
the Denver Broncos and St.
Louis Cardinals tied 17-17; the
Philadelphia Eagles edged the
New England Patriots 24-23,
and the Oakland Raiders bombed the New York Giants 42-0,
The Washington Redskins,
Wading NYC East, visit the
Pittsburgh Steelers, frontrunners in AFC Central tonight in
a nationally televised contest.
Elsewhere in the NFL Sunday, the Minnesota Vikings remained undefeated with a 26-3
victory over the Cleveland
Browns; the Detroit Lions
topped the San Francisco 49ers
30-20; the Chicago Bears
clipped the Green Bay Packers
their second loss in a row.

Vikings La, Browns 3
Minnesota's Purple Gang continued its comeback and the
Vikings came within one game
of wrapping up the NFC Central Division title with their
eighth victory in eight games
this season - a 26-3 triumph
over the Cleveland Browns.
Liens 36, 49ers 20
Bill Munson started his first
game in three years, fired a
pair of first-quarter touchdown
passes to Larry Walton, and led
the Detroit Lions past the interception-prone San Francisco
49ers 30-20.
Bears 31, Packers 17
Chicago quarterback Bobby
Douglass scored four touchdowns, passed for 118 yards
and ran for 100 more to help
the Bears deal the Green Bay
Packers their third consecutive
loss, 31-17
Oilers 21, Colts 27
Quarterback Lynn Dickey
had an easy time with the Bal-

timore defense, completing 22
of 32 passes for 340 yards behind perfect protection, powering the Houston Oilers to a
31-27 decision over the Colts for
their first road triumph since
Dec. 12, 1971.
Chiefs 19, Chargers 0
Ed Podolak and Morris
Stroud scored touchdowns and
Jan Stenerud kicked two field
goals as the Chiefs became the
third team this season to shut
out the San Diego Chargers,
24, Jets 14
Bobnilitilas
se connected with
Paul Warfield on a 37-yard
touchdown play in the third
quarter, breaking a 14-14 tie
and leading the Miami Dolphins
past the New York Jets 24-14
Cowboys 38, Bengali 111
Dallas linebacker Lee Roy
Jordan intercepted passes on
three consecutive Cincinnati
possessions, lifting the Cowboys
to a 38-10 verdict over the Bengals.

Hazel, Concord, Lynn Grove
Take Wins In County Action
Concord, Hazel and Lynn
Grove took victories Friday
night in Calloway County
Elmentary basketball action.
Concord took an 81-38 win
over Alm, while Hazel slipped
by Kirksey 81-60, and Lynn
Grove handed Faxon an 84-49
whipping.
New Concord was led by Lynn

Stone and Mitch Allbritten with
12 points apiece, while Danny
Kingins and David Myers
pitched an 11 each and Jimmy
Lamb had 10 for a well-rounded
scoring attack.
Ricky Dumas had 12 for Almo
and Walker and Stalls had 10
points each.
SCORNG
New Concord (81) -Stone 12,

en ue
Kentucky is a great place to take a weekend
"mini-vacation." And as winter settles in,
reduced rates in nine State Resort Parks
make it easy to take the entire family.

$8 single -$12 double
November 1, 1973-March 31, 1974

11444011._
write TRAVEL DeptKPA
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
NAME
AtiOltalltr
CITY

STATt__

ZIP

Lamb 10, Kingins 11, Allbritten
12, Walker 8, Williams 7, McCuiston 6, Myers 11, Beard 4,
Hicks.
Almo (38) - McGinnis,
Dumas 12, Cleaver 2, Fike, D.
Dumas, Walker 10, Stalls 10,
Phelps 2.
Clay Latimer was the big gun
for Hazel as he tallied 23 points,
but it was Ricky Garland who
hit for two of his four points with
less than six seconds to go
which gave Hazel the one point
win.

- "It was the second game in a
row that Danny Rogers has
come in as a substitute to pull it
out for us," Coach Roy Cothran
said.
,
Watson- was high-point man
for Kirksey with 21, and McCallon had 20 points.
SCORING
Hazel (61) - Latimer 23,
Gibson 12, Harrell 7, Garland 4,
Barrow 7, Rogers 8, Carraway
0.
gieksey (60) - Watson 21,
Boggess 1, Adams 6, McCallon
20, Rogers 10, Furr 2, Garland
Lynn Grove continued its
winning ways by handing Faxon
a 84-49 defeat Friday.
Glen Olive and Gene Lockhart
led the Lynn Grove Wildcats
with 18 and 16 potnts respectively and Allen Stone also had
16 points for the winners. Gary
Morris tallied 14 markers for
the 'Cats.
Fox Faxon it was Ross with 18
points and Morris with 10 to lead
the scoring.
Lynn Grove (84)- Lockhart
16, Stone 16, Olive 18, Chavis 4,
Morris 14, Cooper. 4, Crittendon
4, Adams 5, Miller 2, Orr 1.
Faxon (49)- Darnell 6, Guy
8 Rosa 18, Morris 10, Parrish 7.

a 8-04 overall campaign.

It was a chilly crowd of two
that got its first taste of true
football weather under the
overcast Saturday afternoon
skies... with the big scoreboard
on the Poly-Turf . field almost
remaining frozen until the
fourth canto.
With MSU holding a shin 1713 advantage, there were three
consecutive exchanges of the
football in the wildest offensive
display of the game which took
less than five minutes of the
period.
It began when Racer senior
linebacker James Surrency
recovered a fumble by APSU's
deadly quarterback, Rick
Christophel near the Racer 30.
On the very next play, MSU's
field general, Tom Pandolfi,
fired an interception into the
arms of deep back Buddy
Bumgarner who returned to the
48 yard line. Linebacker Don
Hettich, who played an exceptional game, then quieted
the action when he stole a
airtstophel aerial at midfield.
The Racers were forced to
punt on the drive, as were the
Govs on theirs which followed
and MSU wound up with the
ball on its own 28 yard line.
Super tailback Don Clayton,
who rushed for 99 yards despite
a painful rib injury from last
week's homecoming game, then
rambled for a total of 16 yards
around left end on the next two
Plays.
After Racer fullback Jim
Engel, who wound up with a
solid 71 yards on 14 carries, had
picked up five, Pandolfi
unloaded a 15 yarder to tight
end Bill Farrell. Running from
his own 37, Clayton then picked
up eight more to set the stage
for a 29 yard Engel gallop
around right end for touchdown.
showing, Don
With 4:44
Wright's boot made it 24-13
Murray State:
Seven plays later, MSU once
again saw its margin cut when
APSU's reserve freshman
quarterback, Tim Maxwell,
connected on a magnificent 49
yard scoring bomb to
freshman split end Ron Bailey.
Going for a two point conversion, which an alert Racer
defense dumped behind the line
of scrimmage, the Govs tried to
retain possession with an onside
kick.., which Engel promptly
recovered on the visitors' own

as.
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MURRAY STATE'S BILL FARRELL (88) is beading downfield after receiving this pass from
uarterback Tom Pandolfi In Saturday's game with Austin Peay.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Bailey that was good for 11
yards. Then, he found teammate Richard Woods on a M
yarder to advance the ball to the
Racer 42.
A pass interference penalty
against MAI two downs later
put the ball on the Racer 28
where the APSU quarterback
hit Woods again for a 28 yard
scoring pass. Bill Hammon's
conversion attempt was off to
the right and Murray had a slim
7-4 bulge with 0:27 left in the
period.
The second period was a
scoreless standoff with Murray
retaining possession of the
football three series of plays to
the Gov's two. A good defensive
effort by the Racers kept the
visitors from going ahead when
they were within the ten yard
line for three downs before
turning over the ball on a bad
map and resulting fumble.

Hammon's kick was good and
the Goys lead 13-7.
Just over 12 minutes later, it
was Murray State with a 17-13
margin!
The go-ahead Racer score
came immediately after a
Governor fumble,one of five the
visitors lost in the contest.
Sophomore linebacker Adrian
Wolfe came up with that big
play when he recovered a
Christophel Intrigue on the
APSU 13 yard line. Pandolfi
went back to his pocket, saw
three Gov defenders charging
at him, and fired a quick bullet
to Farrell, who showed why he's
one of the OVC's best tight ends,
as he made the grab before
falling into the corner of the end
zone.
A minute later, aulstopbel
went back and fired upheld into
the hands of Bettich who was
Immediately dropped at the
recovery point on the APSU 29.
Pandolfi lost two yards on an
attempted sweep, but Clayton
made up for the effort with a
gain of three to put the ball back
on the 31. A play later, Wright
booted a long 44 yard field goal
that just cleared the crossbar
aqd gave the Racers their 17-12
advantage before the fourth
period fireworks.

Christophel fired three times
for 65 yards and used some of
his own running to move from
his own 22 to the Racer seven.
Be picked up three more yards
and sent halfback Mike Elmore
down to the MSU three before
being hit by Racer linebacker
Tom Johnson on a key play. On
a fourth and goal situation, the
APSU center, Bob Sizemore,
hurried his snap, causing a mixThe Governors outgained the
up in okays, and a Governor
fumble which was finally Racers in total offensive yarrecovered by Murray on the 26. dage, 377-339, and had a 23-14
edge in first downs. Pandolfi
That one drive was the
completed eight of 20 aerials
managed
in
team
deepest either
and had two interceptions
the opponent's territory for the
enroute to a 40 per cent comremainder of the first half.
pletion
average,
while
Even the most optimistic Christophel connected on 14 of
Racer fan felt gloom invade his 26 attempts and suffered three
mind after the opening series of interceptions and an even 50 per
plays of the third period when cent figute.
the Govs moved 67 yards in nine
Dispite playing with an inplays to score

jury, Clayton was the leading
ground gainer in the game with
99 yards in 19 carries and was
followed by teammate Engel's
71 yards in 14 attempts. Temple
was the leader for the Goys with
65 yards in seven trips.
Farrell and Crump were the
leading pass receivers for
Racers as each had 66 y •
gained, while APSU's W
was the leader for the g
with four grabs for 60 yards.
Murray punted seven
for a total 249 yards and an
average of 35.6, while Austin
Peay kicked three times for 128,a,
yards and a 42 yard average.
The Racers head east next
Saturday night at 7
Murray time to battle non-i
conference
foe Youngstown
State, Ohio, who plays one of the
nation's toughest small-college
schedules. In the only other
previous meeting with the
Penguins, MSU won in 1970
after a hard-fought 42-32 battle.
Murray State 7.1..18..14..-31
Austin Peay I..8..7.. . -19
I

Build your dairy income with KABA's...

Select
Sires
from your nearby
KABA TECHNICIAN

J. C. Kemp

Clayton then ripped off seven
yards to the Gov 43, before
nearly leaving the pack of
defenders behind on a 35 yard
effort around left end to spot the
to get the
bon at the 72. Pandolfi again
most-breed
landed off to Engel, who fought
the best!
his way into the goal's shadow
at the seven. One more carry
moved it to the one where
And how they got there was
Pandolfi went over for the
marker....and Wright's boot indeed impressive!
msde the final difference 31.19.
On eight of the plays of the
Perhap trying to give the drive, Christophel either passed
visitors a taste of their own or ran the ball to account for...a
tricks, Wright then slammed an whopping 88 of APSU yardage.
amides kick downfield that was The biggest gain was a 38 yard
recovered
by
freshman bomb to split end Joe Copeland
linebacker Maury Eastbourn at that moved the ball from the
Murray City Council
the APSU 46. Engel then ran for Racer 45 to the 19, where two
rdne more yards before the final plays later, Christophel went
Ward B
horn sounded.
around left end on a keeper for
Paid for by Mrs. Prue Kelly, Trees, Rep. Women's Club
Murray State got into the the score with 12:03 remaining.
scoring column the second time
it had the football back in the **************************************************116
opening period. Marching 70
yards in only three plays, MSU
lead 7-0 with 9136 remaining
after Pandolfi had connected on
a beautiful II yard aerial to
wide receiver Scotty Crump and
_Wright herLitidted the first 01
four successful conversion
As election day draws nearer, I would like to take this opportunity of thanking each and *
attempts.
*
everyone of you who gave me the encouragement to run for the position of County Judge *
After exchanging the ban *
*
Your confidence and help has meant a great deal to me during these last few weeks
again twice with the Governors, *
*
*
*
MSU seemed as if it was going *
*
after its second marker of the *
*
*
quarter.
As a private citizen and businessman I am concerned over the rapid growth and welfare of *
Picking up a Christophel
our County and the city of Murray. I feel that if there ever was a need for change.. that time *
*
fumble near midfield, Pandolfi ; is NOW!
*
moved the Racers to the 16 of *
*
APSU on a 33 yarder to Farrell. *
*
*
This is your chance to really make this change come true. Tomorrow, on election day, *
Clayton then started a string of *
Nooember illth vote for John C. Neubauer, Independent for County Judge. Make your vote *
bad luck for MSU when he was *
for the future of Murray and Calloway County County really, count as a solid and good in- *
dropped for a four yard loss. *
*
*
Pandolfi managed to scramble *
*
*
back to the lost yardage, but *
*
was trapped behind the line *
*
twice. Cin a third and goal *
situation from the Gov 13, he *
fired into the end zone where *
Bumgarner
inAPSU's
tercepted, to kill the scoring
great.
Moving the ball out to the 30,
the visitors then used eight
plays to slap their own score on
the board, mostly with the arm
Cla-totopbol, who definably
enjoyed one of his best efforts of
the year against the Racer pass
defense.
On a third down play on Ms
owe 21, he tincoriusi a short
Political Advertising by John C. fieubauert************
pus in the flats to split end Ron

Phone Murray 753-2984
KABA

Tomorrow
Vote

STEVE
YARBROUGH

I Vote Independent for esou' JudgeIt
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*

*
**
**
*

.
Voting Is Your Privilege ..•
Don't Neglect Itil
* * * ELECT * * *

litihit

***
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*
,.i
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: Independent for County Judge
.********....paid
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Murray High Tigers End Year
With 7-6 LOSS At Ft Campbell

from
cCutcheon
the leading
game with
and was
te Engel's
Temple
Goys with

PUNTING DUEL—Craig Salter was the Tiger star in a punting duel which lasted three quarters
Saturday at Fort Campbell. Both teams finally scored a touchdown apiece in the final quarter, but
the Tigers lost the contest 7-6.
Staff Photos by David Hill

Not wanting to end the season
as they started it, with a 7-7 tie,
the Murray High Tigers went
for all or nothing with a twopoint conversion and dropped a
7-6 decision to Ft. Campbell
Saturday.
Both scores came in the
fourth quarter, as the two
defenses kept both teams silent
through three quarters of play.
Quarterback Earl Linton
broke the scoring ice for the
Falcons with 10:06 left to go in
the game as he slipped around
the Tigers' right end from the
13-yard line.
The PAT kick that was to be
the difference split the uprights
and the Falcons had the winning
edge, and led at that point 7-0.
Sixteen plays and 65 yards
later, the Tigers were in the
opposite endzone, and were
faced with a decision: one point
and a tie, or try for two and a
win?
Tony Thompson lugged the
ball over from the three yard
line, after Quarterback Was
Furgerson had guided the
Tigers from their own 35 to a
touchdown
The Tigers elected to go for

twv, but could not penetrate the
A Furgerson pass to Dean
tough Falcon defense on a Lanning put the ball on the
running play, and wound up on Falcon 16, and McCuiston
the short end of a 7-6 score.
around the end put it on the 14,
The Tigers had missed golden with six seconds remaining.
scoring opportunities twice in
A quick time-out was called,
the game. They penetrated to and Furgerson elected to carry
the 10 yard line of the Falcons it himself for the final play of
late in the first half, before the half.
On a quarterback-keeper,
running out of time as the half
Furgerson ran it around left
ended.
A costly interception also end,but was hauled down on the
ended the Murray High team's Falcon 10-yard line, short of his
hopes of a score late in the third goal.
The Tigers end their season
quarter, as the Tigers were gain
with a 4-5-1 worksheet.
deep in Falcon territory.
Five of the Tiger players
A 70-yard drive began with
were
named
to
all2:33 remaining in the half, as
conference honors by area
the Tigers took a Falcon punt
coaches at a coaches'
and started from their own 20meeting Sunday at Lake
yard line.
Barkley.
Furgerson took the ball for a
Tony Thompson was
19 yard gain around left end to
named all-conference
start the drive, and then passed
fullback and Larry Lovett
to Shelton for an 11-yard gain to
was named all-conference
put the ball on the Falcon 47.
tackle on the offensive unit.
Steve Porter was named
Two plays later, Dale Mcall-conference tackle,'Doug
Ciuston took a Furgerson pass
Shelton was named honor
and went 24 yards to the Falcon
20-yard line, and the Tigers cornerback, and Dale Mcwere knocking on the Falcons' Cuiston was named alldoor with 28 seconds remaining conference safety on the
defensive team.
in the half.

OVC Title To Be Decided
By Murray-Western Clash
JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
What Western Kentucky has
taken away, the (schedule-maker) has put back in.
The third-ranked Hilltoppers
have taken a bit of the zest out
of the race for the Ohio Valley
Conference title this season,
whipping every opponent with
ease — including nemesis
Middle Tennessee 42-8 Saturday.
Even though the 6-0 Hilltoppers have outscored their
opponents 210-15, they still are
assured of only a tie for the
conference crown though
they've got only one conference
game left.
Murray is now 5-1 after handing Austin Peay its fifth
straight conference loss Saturday, 31-19.
Murray and Western collide
in Bowling Green Nov. 17, and
the Racers could tie the Hilltoppers for the crown by winning. Overall, Murray is 7-1

and Western 8.0.

In the other two conference
games Saturday, Morehead
ripped East Tennessee 38-28
and Eastern Kentucky turned
back Tennessee Tech 30-14.
Hilltopper quarterback Leo
Peckenpaugh threw TD passes
covering 22, 14 and 57 yards
and hit 12 of 19 passes for 214
yards in the victory over
Middle Tennessee, which became only the second OVC
team to score on Western.
Dwaine Copeland scored from
five yards out early in the
fourth quarter for the Blue
Raiders, who are now 2-3 in the
conference and 3-6 overall,
Murray's Tom Pandolfi threw
for two touchdowns and ran for
a third as Austin Peay blew a
13-7 lead in the third quarter
and fell to a 1-7 season record.
Morehead was led by reserve
tailback Tony Harris, who rushed for 143 yards and three
touchdowns. East Tennessee
piled up 350 yards total offense
but lost the ball six times on
three interceptions and three
fumbles.
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SHIRTS

Team
W L
Triangle Inn
23 13
Johnson Gro
22 14
Ezell Beauty School
21 15
Bank of Murray
19 17
)9 17
Boone Cleaners
17 19
Murray Insurance
Beauty Box
16 20
Peoples Bank
16 20
15 21
Jerry's Restaurant
Paschall Truck Lines
i 2 24
High Team Game (SCI
Triangle Inn
811
Johnson Gro
786
Johnson Gro
769
High Team Game (HC)
Triangle Inn
1042
1002
Jerry's Restaurant
Johnson Gro
986
High Team Series (SC)
Triangle Inn
2298
2283
Johnson Gra.
Ezell Beauty School
2094
High Team Series (HC)
Triangle Inn
2991
Johnson Gro
2883
Jerry's Restaurant
2882
High Ind. Game (SC)
210
Margie Garland
Isabel Parks
189
188
Linda Drake
High Ind. Game (NC)
Margie Garland
252
244
Jean Moore
2341
Linda Drake
High Ind. Series (SC)
547
Marilyn Chatman
510
Isabel Parks
498
Linda Drake
High Ind, Series (HC)
664
Jean Moore
Marilyn Chatman
643
Isabel Parks
639
High Averages
157
Marilyn Chatman
Mildred Hodge
154
151
Betty Dixon
148
Wanda Nance
145
Norma Bennett
143
Margie Garland
142
Isabel Parks

A PESKY TACELRIllastops Dale McCuiston 30) from breaking this run open for a touchdown
Saturday against Fort Campbell.The Tigers took a 74 setback instead of settling for a tie

Hawks Take 115-110 Win Over
Cleveland In Sunday Action
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Losing by 10 points to the
Cleveland Cavaliers, Cotton
Fitzsimmons had plenty to tell
his Atlanta Hawks between
halves.
"We certainly did have a
good heart-to-heart talk, I'll tell
you that," said the Atlanta
coach.
The earful apparently helped,
for the Hawks went on to a 115-
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UK Rolls to 34-7
Win Over Tulane
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — At
Kentucky, victory is such an
elusive commodity that when it
comes everybody blames everyone else.
The offense gave the credit to
the defense, the defense lauded
the specialty teams and Coach
Fran Curd thought everybody
was super after the Wildcats
upset 14th-ranked Tulane Saturday 34-7.
The victory set all kinds of
records for the Wildcats, who
have been a doormat so long
they've almost forgotten how to
win.
It was the first time in 72
years they've scored more than
30 points three times in a season: the first time they won
four games in a season in almost a decade, and they came
close to their first shutout in 80
games.
"But I don't consider it an
upset as some of the experts
did," Curci said after reviewing
films of the game. "I'd much
rather go into every game as
an underdog.
"This team has the ability to

change things around and make
things good for us," Curci said.
That, the Wildcats did.
It was hard to decide who
was the sparkplug for the Kentucky team. There was Ron
Steele, Alfred "Sonny" Collins
and Mike Fanuzzi—and a whole
bunch of others.
Steele opened the action by
making the game-starting kickoff, tackling the receiver, recovering the fumble that he
caused and, moments later.
kicking a field goal to put Kentucky in front 3-0.
Collins gained 176 yards rushing, just 34 less than Tulane's
total offensive output and 127
more than the Green Wave's
ground attack and scored three
touchdowns. He now has 1,009
yards rushing for the season.
Oh, he's just a sophomore.
Fanuzzi was named the
game's most valuable player
He gained 70 yards rushing and
passed for 44 more, but his value was on the option where he
confused the Tulane defense,
often springing Collins loose on
outside runs.

* Please Vote For *

THOMAS (Tom)
RUSHING
WARD B
Na 2 On The Ballot
Your Vote Will Be Appreciated
Pol advertising paid for

by Tom Rushing

110 National Basketball Association victory Sunday night.
hi the other NBA games Sunday, the Chicago Bulls beat the
Buffalo Braves 101-95 in overtime; the Capital Bullets whipped the Phoenix Suns 102-99;
the Golden State Warriors
trimmed the Kansas CityOmaha Kings 92-91; the New
York Knicks whipped the
Seattle SuperSonica 111-106 and
the Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Houston Rockets 10693.
In the only American Basketball Association game Sunday,
the Indiana Pacers defeated the
Virginia Squires 128-122.
Bulls 101, Braves 95
Bob Love, who only had one
point in regulation time, scored
eight in overtime to help Chicago beat Buffalo 101-95. A
crowd of 6,075, watching the
game in Toronto, saw the Bulls
force the overtime on Chet
Walker's free throw with 34
seconds left.
Bullets 102, Suns 99
Mike Riordan and Phil Chenier each scored 25 points to
Lead Capital to a 102-99 success
over Phoenix
Golden State It, Kings fa
Rick Barry's basket from the
corner with 20 seconds remaining proved the difference as
Golden State held off Kansas
City-Omaha 91-91.
Knicks 111, SuperSonies 106
Walt Frazier, Dave DeBussthere and Dean Meminger
combined for 69 points to lead
New York to a 111-106 decision
over Seattle. Frazier finished
with 24' points, DeBusschere
added 23 and Meminger, 22.
Lakers 106, Rockets 93
A rugged defense led by Elmore Smith and Jerry West's
all-around floor play led Los
Angeles to a 106-93 romp over
Houston. Smith stayed in the
game until late in the fourth
quarter despite suffering a broken bone in his right cheek.
Pacers 128, Squires 122
Indiana broke a 118-118 tie
with 10 straight points in the
last two minutes and defeated
Virginia 128-122 despite George
Gervin's 32 points. Roger
Brown, who scored a team-high
28 points, sparked the Pacers'
last-quarter drive.
In Saturday night's NBA ?el
auks, it wain. Golden „Sta1e..124,
Buffalo 121 in overtime; Capital
112, Philadelphia 84; Boston
122, Atlanta 109; Chicago 105,
Cleveland 94; Milwaukee 123,
Detroit 115 in overtime and

Portland 107, New York 100.
In the ABA Saturday night,
Kentucky beat New York 93-87;
Carolina downed Virginia
130119 and San Antonio whipped
Denver 95-72.

INTRODUCING THE 1974 VOLKSWAGEN
When you buy one,
you get covered by our Owner's Security Blanket,
the most advanced new car coverage plan in the world.
For the first 12 months or 20,000 miles, if anything goes wrong,
" we'll fix it free.• (If the repair takes overnight,
ean appointment and we'll lend you a car free.)
justpak_
— That's just part of our Owner's Security Blanket.
Come in and we'll tell you more.
*For 12 months or 20,000 miles, whichever comes first, In normal use and service we'll fix ony
foctdry defective port except tires and filters on any properly maintained '74 Volkswagen
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Walker Gives Tips For
Conserving Electricity

Murray State Cross-Country
Team Places Third Saturday
By Mark Bauman
Sam Torres finished only 13
seconds behind the third place
finisher in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
cross country championships
last year in pacing Murray to a
third place finish in the Ohio
Valley Conference cross
country championships last
Saturday at biorebead.
Nick Rose of Western was the
individual winner with a sixmile time of 28:12.5, 27 seconds
ahead of the defending OVC and
NCAA champion Neil Cusack of
East Tennessee. Rose placed
, third in the OVC and ninth in the
NCAA last year.
Third place finisher in the
national meet test year Eddie
Leddy of East Tennessee
managed to hold off Torres to
finishing with a time of 28:52
while the two time junior
college All-American from
Murray crossed the line in
29:05,
East Tennessee, who finished
second as a team in the NCAA
last year held off a determined
Western team to win their
fourth straight OVC crown by a
score of 35-37.
Coach Bill Cornell's Murray
team finished third with 77
points after having placed first
two and second three of the past
five years.
Eastern was fourth with 88
points, then it was Morehead
with 126, Austin Peay 153,
Tennessee Tech 182 and Middle
Tennessee was disqualified for
not finishing five runners and
placed last.
The Racers second man was
Gordy Berifield, a two time
I I 1 1% I 1%

junior college All-American in
cross country with a 30:16
clocking good enough for Ilth
place.
Rod Harvey crossed the line
in 30:50 for third man on
Murray's team and 17th in the
meet.
Dennis Shirt was 22nd and
Don Wilcox 23rd for Murray
with times of 31:07 and 31:08
respectively.
Stan Thompson placed 32nd
with a clocking of 32:15 as the
Racers sixth man.
Brad Finseth, a teammate of
Benfield and junior college AllAmerican last year pieced 34th
with a 32:72.
Coach
Cornell seemed
pleased with Torres when he
said, "Sam probably would
have finished ahead of Eddie
Leddy if he would not have
gotten boxed during the first
hall-mile of the race, as a remit
he had to work too hard to catch
'Addy and did not have enough
of a kick left to finish third."
Cornell also added that his
team is going to have to run
much better this Saturday at
the NCAA regional meet in
Greenville, S.C. if they hope to
finish in the top six teams and
qualify for the NCAA championships in Spokane, Wa. Nov.
19.
An interesting note from the
meet is that East Tennessee's
team is known as the "Irish
Brigade" because of their team
being made up of runners from
Ireland, and Western's top
runners are from England so if
foreign runners were left out
Murray would have won the
meet because for the first thne

He wanted to live
in Mexico.Thus,
they parted.

She wanted to live
in Canada.

In several years the Racers do
not have a foreign runner on
their cross country team.
Toffee was the only runner
from the US. to place in the top
eight in the meet. Coach Cornell
will not complain though
because he has used several
foreign runners in both cross
country and track also he is
from England and competed as
a college runner at Southern
Minois University where he
finished second in the NCAA
track and field chempionships
two years in a row, once in the
mile and the other time in the

--

Firefighters Contain
drili/4
.
National Forest Blaze

FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. ( AP) After battling high winds and
below-freezing temperatures for
three days, firefighters have
contained a blaze that charred
7,650 acres of Ponderosa pines
In the Coconino National Forest.
The US. Forest Service said
on Sunday that 400 men from
Arizona, California, Idaho and
New Mexico would man the fire
lines throughout the night and
another 300 men were to be
added to the force today, when
the blaze is expected to be controlled.
The fire, believed caused by
an illegal campfire, was reported Thursday night, about nine
miles northeast of here. It
blackened an area roughly five
miles long and two miles wide
and at times was fanned by
winds gusting to 65 miles per
hour, authorities said.

Years later, when
asked the reason,
she replied simply,

Mothers of Robertson School P.1 .A. encourage reading and the toe of the library by conducting a
monthly story boar for each of the grades. The story teller dresses in a costume pertaining to an
upcoming holiday. This storyteller witch is Mrs. Donald Burke as she reads to Mrs. Pinkston's
second grade and children from the Sigma Kindergarten before Halloween.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Ford Undergoes Questioning Of
His Association With Lobbyist
WASHINGTON (AP)- Vice
President-designate Gerald R.
Ford underwent close questioning by a Senate committee today about his relationship with
a former Washington lobbyist.
The lobbyist, Robert N. Winter-berger, has written a book
which he calls "an insider's
view of corruption in Washington." It portrays the author as
a close associate of Ford, the
House Republican leader.

"I just didn't like
his latitude!"
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With national attention
focused on energy in general,
and on the electric power industry in particular, John Edd
Walker, manager of the West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative, has a few tips for
the co-op's 22,000-plus members
on how to conserve energy
during the winter months ahead
while saving money, too.
Naturally, Walker points out,
monthly power bills will be
higher in the winter due to the
increased use of electricity
necessary for lighting
and
heating.
However, he says, there are a
number of ways in which West
Kentucky RECC members can
reduce their electrical usage
during the coming months.
Setting the thermostat at the
lowest level of comfort and
keeping it there will help lower
the amount of electricity needed
for heating, he explained. He
also said West Kentucky RECC
customers should turn off heat
in rooms not in use, and they
should use their fireplaces
sparingly, being sure to close
dampers when the fireplace is
not in use.
Walker noted, too, that full
insulation can reduce heating
costs by about 50 per cent, when
installed in a house without
insulation.
"Our customers should also
be aware that a prolonged cold
spell can significantly increase
electrical consumption, causing
an unusually high electric bill
during that period," Walker
continued.

Ford denied all allegations of Leader Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
wrongdoing in his relations D-Mass., predicted over the
with Winter-berger. At the weekend that approval of Presiopening session of his con- dent Nixon's vice presidential
firmation hearings last week he nominee is likely by the second
said he was "duped" by Win- week in December.
ter-berger, who had been inIf the Senate committee fintroduced to him by close ished its nationally broadcast
friends from Michigan.
questioning of Ford by midSen. Howard W. Cannon, D- day, it planned to hear from 10
Nev., chairman of the Senate of his fellow House members.
Rules Committee, asked Ford Only Rep. Donald Fraser, Dabout his visit to a New York Minn., chairman of the liberal
doctor, Arnold Hutschnecker, Americans for Democratic Acwhich was arranged by Winter- tion, was believed to oppose
berger
Ford.
Ford said he finally paid one
On Wednesday, the panel has
brief visit to Dr. Hutschnecker
WASHINGTON
API "in order to get rid of Mr. Win- scheduled a closed session to
ter-berger's persistent re- question Robert Winter-Berger, Americans may be forced to
a former lobbyist and author of drive their automobiles slower,
quest."
"If you knew Mr. Winter-her- "The Washington Pay-Off" who and some could find themselves
get, I think you would under- has made charges against Ford shivering in the dark because
stand how I finally decided to that Cannon said other wit- of the fuel shortage, federal ofnesses have refuted.
ficials say.
see the doctor," Ford said.
In a magazine interview pubHe said he merely had a conIt also plans to question Dr.
versation with Dr. Hutschne- Arnold Hutschnecker, a New lished Sunday, White House
cker about the role of lead- York psychiatrist. Ford denied energy chief John A. Love held
ership in the American political Thursday he had ever been out the possibility that resisystem. •
treated by Dr. Hutschnecker, dents in some parts of the
Ford said Win ter-berger although he said he had visited country could find themselves
short of electricity this winter.
brought several cases he was his office once.
"If the Arab boycott continInterested in to Ford's attenOne likely subject at today's ues for an extended period, and
tion, but in only one instance
hearing
was
the 1970 effort by the American people do not
did Ford or his staff perform
Ford to start impeachment pro- take steps to conserve energy,
the service requested.
The was to assist a promi- ceedings against Supreme then additional government acnent Dutch medical expert to Court Justice William 0.
remain in the United States, Douglas. It came after the Senand, he said, he was primarily ate had rejected two of Presi- Sen. Thurmond Calls
persuaded to do so by the rec- dent Nixon's nominees for the
Vendetta
'
-For End To'
ommendations of a number of court.
prominent U.S. doctors.
Ford also was likely to be
OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.
Ford devoted several minutes asked about news reports of an (AP) - Sen. Strom Thurmond
detailed
to a
denial of any con- aide's telephone call to the brought 1,200 persons to their
nection with the award of a General Services Adminis- feet when he called for an end
contract for furnishing a feder- tration on behalf of a Grand to the "vendetta" against Presal building in Chicago to a Rapids, Mich., furniture manu- ident Nixon.
Grand Rapids, Mich., fu-m.
facturer.
"I think people ought to stop
The committee had before it
Ford's office has said the call harassing this man and stop
copies of newspaper stories inwas routi e on behalf of a con- their vendetta against him,"
dicating a link between the conThurmond told a Support the
stituent.
tract and Ford's assistance in
President Rally Saturday night.
getting a government job for
The opening day of testimony
At a news conference before
the official who awarded it.
by Ford brought generally fa- the rally, Thurmond said the
Much of the questioning by vorable comment from mem- best way to clear the Waterthe committee dealt with bers of the Rules Committee, gate air might be for Nixon's
Ford's qualifications to be including Sen. Edward M. Ken- opponents to bring impeachPresident, not just vice presi- nedy, D-Mass. Kennedy urged ment charges.
dent. Sen. Hugh Scott, II-Pa., the Senate to act prompt], to
"If they really have grounds,
gave him a chance to expand remove "any appearance of let them bring them (the
on a trip to China he made last partisan political considera- charges) and quit talking about
year with the late Rep. Hale tions" from the possible im- it," the South Carolina RepubliBoggs, D-Le., then the House peachment of Nixon.
can said.
Democratic leader.
"This exposure to me was a
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"The cost of electricity,"
Walker explained, "will
inevitably rise if operating costs
continue to increase and if
power rates include, which they
must, the social costs of environmental protection."
Walker noted the Tennessee
Valley Authority will spend
approximately $270 million in
the next five years to control air
pollution at the ground level. He
explained the device being used
to control air pollution produced
at power plants is the electrostatic precipatator, which
collects up to 98 per cent of the
particulate pollution before it
leaves the stacks.
Currently, according to
Walker; TVA is installing nine
electrostatic precipitators at
generating plants, and sixteen
more installations are planned
in the next two or three years.
In addition to the new construction, improvement and
modifications are planned at
o,g.eiterating units to bring
the pollution control devices up
to the standards set by state and
federal regulatory agencies.
"It is practical to control the
particulate pollution through
the installation of electrostatic
precipitators, and TVA expects
to have most of this work done
by 1977 or 1978," Walker concluded.

Col
753-1

Cro
Liv

West Kentucky RECC has
been providing rural areas of
Graves, Carlisle, Marshall and
Calloway counties with low-cost
TVA electrical power since
1939.

Love Cautions U.S.
On Energy Shortage
tion will be necessary or we
will, in fact, have blackouts or
brownouts," Love told U.S.
News & World Report.
Love said the areas of greatest concern were the East
Coast, particularly New York
City and New England, and the
upper Midwest.
Speaking at a truckers convention in Miami Beach, Federal Highways Administrator
Norbert Tiemann said his agency was considering asking that
vehicle speed limits on federal
roads be reduced as a fuel-conservation step.
U.S. officials, however, have
stopped well short of calling for
the nation to follow the example of the Netherlands,
where a ban on Sunday driving
has taken effect because of an
oil embargo imposed on the
Dutch by eight Arab countries.
The United States also is on the
Arabs' embargo list.

Death Of Miner
Will Not End
Snake-Handling

Crossword Puzzle

t

LONDON, Ky. (AP) - The
death of a 72-year-old coal miner as the result of a snake bite
suffered during a snake-handling service Oct. 28 has triggered no move to end the practice, church officials say.
A snake was handled at the
funeral for Shirley Wagers in
this Southeastern Kentucky
town last Wednesday.
And Oscar Davidson, who
helped found the local Penta-.
costal Holiness Church in 1965,
said the snake that bit and
killed Wagers will continue to
be used in the church's future
services.
Davidson said he suspects
that Wagers died because he
"moved ahead of the Spirit."
Wagers' son, Fred Wagers of
Florida, says his father did not
wait for a full "movement of
God" into his being to protect
him from the serpent.
"We know he died doing what
he believed in," Fred Wagers
said.
Davidson said services will
continue on the fourth Sunday
of each month at the one-room
church on Kentucky 80 about
two miles west of here.
"We have our minds made
up," Davidson said, adding that
most Laurel Countians are
aware of that. He said the 80 or
so Holiness members ignore a
state law prohibiting the handling of reptiles at religious
services.
Wagers, the father of 10, died
about fievee hears after he was
bitten during the service. He
refused medical attention.
A few months before his
death,,Wagers and several relatives had gathered in his home
to recite their religious beliefs
Into a tape recorder.
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Dwain Ta br Corner

pistol, muzzle loader and otbsr
shotguns, coffee mill, primitive
tools, harness with brass knobs
cast, copper, iron, brass pieces,
initial silver pitcher, sugar and
creamer, ice, nail and coal tongs,
DEADLINES
kettles, dog irons, occupied
APPROXIMATELY iu acres,
Japan pieces, bells, stereotype
All display ads, classified
non tillable land, five or slx miles
and views, butter dishes, aladdin
display
and
1971 Chevy Impala, 2 door hard top, one owner, Custom
regular
from Murray. Phone 492.4112 lamp,
depression, red, blue, clear
I
display, must be submitted
Coupe, air, steering and brakes, automatic transmission,
800 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
glassware
and
odd
,
trunks,
by 12 noon, the day before
bronze with black vinyl top. Selling price $2517.
phone parts, pocket knives, and
publication.
razors,
glass
dog,
Coca
Cola
tray,
CORRECTION...1973 Chevy Vega Station Wagon Estate
All reader classifieds
hat pins, toys, old fans, books, in
advertised in Thursday and Friday's paper, has 3,000
must be submitted by 4
WOODEN SLABS. See Tommy
fact you name it, he has it.
miles.'
.m. the day before
Thurman, five miles east of
Possibly wash stand and other
tpublication.
Murray on Whiskey Ridge.
Hazel Hwy.
Phone 753-2617
old pieces.
;••••••••••4••••
Lunch
available.
Not
11'ss.
MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
responsible for accidents.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of 491fied Cars & Trucks
.51. Services Offered
sale. Phone Murray 753-3375.
satisfying & sleral(
MAVERICK-1970, blue, 8900.00.
PLYMOUTH FURY 11-1967, 318
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 434 2107
Vegetable Plate. Only sa
Phone 753-8372 after 5:00 p.m.
•
cubic inch. 1971 Honda 350
after 5:00 p.m.
rents
•
Scrambler. Both in good conAPPROXI
MATELY
Tiiangli. Inn
1
/
1
2
acres
of
"I3ANG. Youi RE DEAD."
FORD-1968, six cylinder,
dition. Best offer. 753-8903.
land, this side of Cherry Corner
ASPHALT Driveways, and
straight shift, 52,000 actual miles,
Baptist Church on blacktop road.
parking lots sealed, professional
Clean.
Phone
753-1733 after 3:00 finishing.
POOL TABLE-S--si price sale,
Phone 753-3295.
Estimates freely
•
Montgomery Ward
p.m.
while they last. 44", regular
given. Phone collect 2471203 Chestnut
$24.86, now only $12.43. 60,
2423.
November 6P
Sale weanesclaY ("lie
regular $49.80, now only 424.80. BASS BOAT, 15' fiberglass, Pro TWO BEDROOM furnished BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x CUTLASS
10 percent ofl all Returne0
SUPREME
204'
on
-1973,
U.S.
Highway
641
South.
Model-1972, 65 H.P. Mercury, apartment, electric heat, air
Roby Sales, Highway ea, ,
GOP:3V
For new home or mobile home. yellow, saddle top and interior. WILL DO trash and brush
Benu"" trolling motor Phone
Open till 7.00 PM
753-9467. conditioned. To married couple
Kentucky.
Wheels, tape, brakes and hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
with or without one child. No Phone owner 753-0774.
steering
arid air. 3,000 miles. 7534130.
TFC
•ts. Lowell King, 1103
IF YOU have a weight problem, LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
Phone 753-0525 or 753-0379.
$10.00
DOWN
and
$10.00
per
Sycamore.
HIS
AND her bicycles, 26", three
DOZER SERVICE 13-6 caterWeight Watchers can help you. Give an art piece sculptured by
month will buy a large wooded lot
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
Class every Monday at 6:30 p.m. nature; varnished and hand speed,lightweight with front and
Keruana
at
Shores.
Lake accessFOR SALE
at the Gleason Hall, 12th & polished driftwood with assorted rear handbrakes. Practically ONE BEDROOM furnished central water-all weather
new.
$50.00 each, or both for apartment, electric heat
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
1965 Plymouth
Paznç
and air streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
$90.00. Phone 436-5849.
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
Fury H
conditioned. Close to university. 2473.
,seamless gutters, installed per
Air, Excellent condition
Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753your specifications. Call Larry
EIGHT PIGS, 6 weeks old. Six
5. Lost And Found
Call 733-1140 after gin
6199.
1.yles at 753-2310 for free
BUFFALO
45. Farms For Sale .
BILL Winchester
cylinder Ford truck motor.
estimate
TFC
FOUND GIRL'S ring in bag of Phone 437-4648 anytime or 437- centenial, also Remington model VACANT NICE two bedroom 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
1100 automatic shotgun. Phone
4297
mornings.
apartment in country. Electric house, 2 car garage on 641 North.
candy halloween night. Phone
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
753-7239, 753.7832 or 492-8351.
753-6029.
heat. No dogs. $75.00 per month. Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. GARAGE BUILDING,aluminum Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
FULL VIE bed. Phone 436-5596.
Phone 753-8833.
siding, carports and additions. South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Now is the time to build. Call Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492LOST
PRESCRIPTION CHRISTMA
t- ONE BEDROOM apartment,
S CARDS, Christmas
8837.
Collect
Mayfield 247-7672.
TFC
sunglasses with large brown horn post
cards, Christmas Just-Ajoining the university. Wall to BEAUTIFU
L
rims. Phone 753-6023.
THREE
bedroom
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
'TUNING -repair- wall carpet, nicely furnished.
Notes. Gift ideas. Portable towel PIANO
brick home, 2 baths, living room, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. all
makes and
models.
rack, book rack. Phone 753-1712. rebuilding. Prompt. expert set- Phone 753-8648.
paneled family room with Having trouble getting those Authorized Baldwin service.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
6.Help Wanted
fireplace, wall to wall carpets, small jobs done? Call Ernest Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or
RECLAIMED BRICK, ap- W • I:ayer Murra y, Kentucky.
draperies, built-in range, central White 753-0605.
FURNISH
ED
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
APARTME
NT,
proximately 75 years old. Phone 753-8911
TFC
$140.00. Unfurnished $120.00. heat and air, utility room with
WANTED
EXPERIENCED Cleaned and stacked. Phone 489Located at Embassy Apart- hook-ups, double garage, large FURNITURE stripping ( 3 x 8
tractor trailer driver. Apply in 3269 after 5:00 p.m.
lot, city water. Two miles outside foot Vats) and complete chair ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
MUSIC LESSONS, band in- ments. Available now. Phone 753- city limits
on Overby Road. caning service. The Olde Shoppe Custom building and remodeling.
November 8C
Truck Lines. "An equal op- FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone struments, piano, guitar, 4331.
Phone
753-2715.
(No Friday night next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- Houses trimmed-formica tops
portunity employer."
753-8772 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. or beginner violin. Phone 753and doors-Quality
workor Saturday calls).
8240.
November 8C manship. Phone 753-0790.
489-2172 after 5:00 p.m.
1470.
November 8C
TFC
Rooms For

4titel
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• ge
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nd
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_

41. Public Sales

WATER NOTICE!! No deliveries I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
made November 7 through again this season. Thanks for last
year's business. Highway 641
November 14. Sam Harris.
South, 2 miles from shopping
center, Murray, Kentucky.
**sees**
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753ADVERTISING
3375.
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hot.

LOOKING FOR A

*********
4 FOR SALE:

B & C CONSTRUCTION, CbmBRYANT ELECTRIC Co. is 26" TEN speed bicycle, good
FURNISHED SLEEPING room
plete basements, foundations, TIMBER-LODUE on Tennaccepting applications for condition,150.00. 26" single speed
th bath and refrhiesator,
'lit,
patios sidewalks, driveways, Tucky Lake, Route 1,
Electrical Mechanics. Apply at men's bicycle, 120.00. Portable
vale entrance. Also adjustable
Tennessee. will budl complete
retaining
walls
etc.
job site, Fisher Price Plant, off casette tape recorder, this inSeptic tank Jfireplace
dress form for sale. Phone 753s, starting at only
Hwy. 121, Murray Kentucky. An cludes 2 blank casettes, $20.00. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 1394.
installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
$695.00. Selection of stones
Control,
phone
753-3914,
South
100
!
Equal Opportunity Employer. Phone 753-6540.
available. Satisfaction
13th Street. "Every day you
located at 416 S. 9th St. Will* JOHN'S REPAIR
Service. guaranteed. Phone 901-593delay
lets
bugs
have
their
way,'
sell
furnished
or un* Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far MILLIONS OF rugs have been
3514.
TFC
away! Let Avon help you make cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's FOR l'HE
furnished. Shown by aP- carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
best in pest control
pointrnent. Those 753-2115,sir 753..7e25 nights.
holiday money. As an Avon America's finest. Rent electric service and termite control
TFC SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
only. Stif no answer phone
call HOUSE, COUPLES
436-5491.*Representative, you can earn shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik Superior
Many folks have dison enamel finish, guaranteed 30
Exterminating Corn- Located in Kirksey. No pets
,
ICERAMIC TILE repair work. years.
extra cash--and it's easy and Market, Five Points.
pany. 753.7266.
TFC please $75.00 per month. Phone
covered a simple
For free detailed estimate
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
remodelin
or
g,
also
Benton 527-7878.
phone Atkins Gutter service,
solution to this grow'shower
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. CONCRETE STEPPING stones
doors and tub enclosures. Murray 753-8407
or 753-8992.
42001,443-3366.
Call 474-2263.
and concrete splash blocks.
November 10C
ing family problem
FOR
SALE
THREE
BEDROOM
house,
Murray
Lumber
401
Company,
104 FALL
by selling the used,
To Settle Estate
FENCE sale, now through South Ilth Street. Living, dining,
FOR ALL your additionsWANTED LONG distance truck Maple Street.
Two Bedroom Frame
November 26. For free estimate utility hook
and buying the usups, gas heat. Deposit
remodeling, residential or
driver. Must have experience.
Bath, living room and
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- required. 753-2835, after
5:00 753HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
commercial. New or old. Free
able in the.
Phone 436-7252.
kitchen. Large rooms
2310.
3378.
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
estimates.
Call 753-6123.
TFC
403 Elm St., 2 blocks from
super! Rent electric shampooer
court
square.
81.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
FURNITURE STRIPPING &
Price $12,000
car, discount to dealers. Atomic- SIX ROOM house, furnished,
Center.
Antiques, The Barn, 5' miles
See or Call..
WANT TO BUY shell corn. Call
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray $100.00 per month. Phone 753West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
Allis
Hale-7
53-4401
collect Puryear 901-247-5371, if no
November 5C 4331.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh 753-8572.
McDaniel,owner, 753Jess Hale-49241102
answer call 901-247-3216.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
hearing aid batteries for all make
7499.
' Hawley Bucy-482-8120
November 6C
25.
Business
Service
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
209 S. 7th, Murray
WANT TO BUY 28" modified
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
3-1751
SIX
MALE
calves-fiv
e 4 months'Aliall1111111.1111stallslion. Phone 753-7850. TFC
barrel with or without ventilated TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom sign of no business. Hanna Sigr.
old and one baby calf. Phone 753Remington
premium
870
polyester
for
4
rib
ply
white
Company,
753-8346.
TFC
HOTLINE TO ACTION
5513
350 HO
Wingmaster, 12 gauge shotgun. wall:
_NDA XL, 700 miles, BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
practically new. Phone 753-3010. also bank gravel,
Phone 753-3194 after 4:30 p.m. F78x14" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27 -21. Mobile Home Sales
fill dirt and Shop (old ice plant). Complete
G78:14" or 15"-$19.87 + $2.80
38.
Pets
Supple"
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, remodeling
and
repairs,
OUNCE LINE to CLASSIFIED
H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01 1972 DOUBLE wide, leavIng
1972 SUZUKI 350, good condition. or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC cabinets, paneling, doors, forL78x14" or 15"-$21.93 4- $3.31 State, Must sell, Phone 753-9827. PUPPIES-AKC,red Dachshund Must sell due to leaving town.
mica work, finish carpentry,
and ARC West Highland Whites. Will
Wide 60 series with raised white
take best offer. Phone 753- CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
Phone Paducah 443-8533.
0713.
guyffwaif
29. Mobile Home Rentalsi,
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet 753-0790 nights.
rett7
4 ot. 15 Az g3
Master 489-2504.
$2.89
TFC
THREE
641
PET
HOUSE
Shop,
on
trailers
7 mlles north of YAMAHA 250 MX, new knobbies
L80
I WILL do baby-eating in my
L80x14" or 15"--$31.79 + $3.49 Blood River Subdivision. Electric Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter chain and sprocket. In very good ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service home, Monday through Friday.
heat and air conditioning. Puppies, tiny top poodles, condition. Phone 753-0263.
GR70
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC Phone 436-2295.
Steele Radial IMO wall, the Private lots. One 835.00 per cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
month and two for $60.00 per haniesters, fish and supplies.
* 40,000 mile tire:
-TIMBER-LOtoGE of Tenn- WILLIE'S INTERIOR di Ex'rocky Lake, Route 1, Springvilx., terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.08 month. Phone 436-2427 after 7:00 Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
p.m.
FALCON-1988, two door post, Tennessee will do your stone from 8:00 a.m. to 400 p.m. and
*
* HR70x14" or 15H-437.50 + $3.33
THE
INTO
LEDGER
TIMES'
&
automatic transmission, 6 work. Large selections of stone. 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for
LR70x14"
*
or 15-$39.47 + $3.70
41.
free
*
Public
Sales
cylinder. Phone 753-1469 after Phone 901-593-3534.
*
TEC estimates.
INSULATING MATERIAL AND
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, MOBILE HOMES- one 10' 150
*
*
electric, private lot, $70.00 Per ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday, 5:00 p.m.
* Kentucky
* ..
month. One
*
MULTI-PURPOSE ...
x 40', $45.00 per November 3, 10:00 a.m. on High*
way 121 between Murray and CHEVROL
iLi month. Phone 489-2596.
ET IMPALA-1986,
*
*
*
Mayfield, Kentucky, in town of two door hardtop,
power ad air.
*
*
Farmington and one block south Phone 753-7619 or 7534625.
For the convenience 'of the Citizens of
G.E. RECORD player and stereo TWO BEDROOM trailer on 2 of
cafe at Mr. Cantle Pierce
sale. Lay away for Christmas acre lot, water furnished seven home.
Murray and Calloway County . .
It's a 35" x 23" .009 gauge aluminum plate and it's ideal for * now. Model-V-211, Regular miles north
FORD PICKUP-1968. 1969 Opel
of Murray. Phone Mr. Pierce
is not selling out,
* weatherproofing underneath trailers, covering cribs, out- * $18.95-sale price $16.88. Model 753-9457.
but hopes to sell at least 15000 station wagon. 1965 Volkswagen.
* buildings, etc... many, many uses They're only 25 cents each * V-639,. Regular $34.95-sale price
Can be seen at 916 North 18th
pieces to give room to start
* and may be seen at
* $24.88. Model V-936, Regular
Street.
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
Coach
FOX
MEADOWS and
again. He buys as a hobby and
*
* $55.95--sale price $44.88. Model
Estates
*
Parks
Mobile
Home
7-12 Noon Saturday
stores away, but must have room
* V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
Small parks. Superior ac- now.(no dealer). Will offer plug TORINO-1973 Grand Sport, air
$47.88. Model T-361, Regular
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
commodations. Residential area tobacco cutter, victrola, globe conditioned, power steering
$79.96-sale price $59.88. Roby South
power brakes, low mileage, local
Starting
September 1, 1973
leth Street, 753-3855
and other lamps, broad ax,
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
car. Take over payments. Phone
Kentucky.
November2C
753-7139, 753-7832 or 492-8351.

NEW
HOME?

*on
ni=Tonnir*

11001001*

• WANT
ADS
753-1916
Ledger
& Times

Complete
Radiator
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR
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The Land Fill Hours
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* PLEASE VOTE * *

'

BOB MILLER
-- for - County Judge
T

- LAWYER - TRUSTWORTHY

Paid Political ad., paid by Bob

ler.

r-•-•
CLEARANCE
SALE-Sewing
machines. Brother heavy duty,
f'!ii. size zapdel .nittlAbfr 1381,.
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
Heavy duty zig tag, model 621,
Regular $09.95, now only, 163.56.
Deluxe rig sag model number
751, regular $159.95, now only
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky.

Your Vote For

FRED WORKMAN
DemocraticrCandidate for Murray

- -City Council
- Ward B WILL BE APPRECIATED
General Election Tues., Nov. 6, 1973
Political Ad raid for by Fred Workman

GTO-1964, 389, four barrel, plus
2 mags. Phone 438-2295.
PONTIAC 'CATALINA-1969
four door sedan with air. Ex
celieiirccirillitiOn.ICA "sell.
$850.00. Phone 489-2187.
FORD-1970 one ton dual wheel
V4 with new grain bed. Burton's
Service Station, Lynnville
Kentucky, Phone 382-9114

ATTENTION GROWERS
Vhrisman Popcorn Company is noW buying field corn and dry soy beans Have capacity
for large quantities and good service. Please
tall or Come by our plant on East Poplar
,street. near .Railroad....
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY

101 EAST POPLAR ST.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
502-753-1722

4
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Deaths and Funerals -

Dr. Evelyn Bradley To
Speak At Delta Meeting

!Maneuvering Shifts From
Washington To Middle East

Stock Neriet

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
The Delta Department of the
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Murray Woman's Club will
Simon Co. are as follows:
meet Tuesday, November 6, at
and 400 wounded Egyptians "but
7:30 pia. at the club house with By THE ASSOCIAtED PRESS. mand reported that Israeli
14% +1%
exchanged
the Egyptians continue to delay Airco
troops
Egyptian
in
Diplomatic maneuvering
Dr. Evelyn Bradley as the
4 UNC
1
9/
Motors
Amer.
the
of
an
implementation
about
the
for
fire
speaker on the subject, the wake of the Arab-Israeli I small-arms
2 -it
1
/
48
AT&T.
a
70,
Stinson,
one
only
Miss Earnestine
"Counseling—Who Needs DI" war shifted from Washington to hour Sunday near Ismailia, in agreement." It said
4
/
27% -11
Ashland Oil
rebeen
had
Suez
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